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2018-19 Art and Film Comprehensive Program Review 
I.A. Program Purpose 

Describe the purpose of the program and how it contributes to the mission of Skyline 
College. 

 
Narrative 
Skyline College’s Art Program ensures a robust foundation in the visual arts. Art 
education develops essential skills applicable to all majors: cultural intelligence, critical 
thinking, creative thinking, conceptualization, perseverance, and curiosity. Art courses 
epitomize transformative learning via an integrating experience of hands and minds. 
Studio work gives students the cognitive and technical skills to develop visual literacy 
through communication, analysis, and reflection.  

The Art Program offers instruction in a broad range of art, art history, and design 
media that include drawing, painting, photography, digital arts, sculpture and ceramics, 
and video. These principal forms of visual communication apply to the major and to 
transfer electives. Art History and Studio Art courses develop cultural awareness, 
visual literacy, and contexts for the role that artistic expression plays in the 
development of human civilization. The Art Program provides an effective pathway for 
graduation or transfer for both the major and General Education.  

The Associate Degree in Art, the Art AA-T, and the Art History AA-T prepare students 
to transfer to four-year institutions or move directly into a creative art or design 
occupation. Enrollment in Art History and related courses fulfills GE requirements for 
the Skyline College AA or AA-T degrees, IGETC, and CSU requirements to align with 
the Skyline Promise. Certificates in Ceramics, Web Design, and Graphic Design 
provide career gateways into specialized fields.  

The Skyline College Art Gallery is an essential educational tool providing exposure to 
multi-cultural and diverse art experiences. The Gallery is a unique and significant 
contributor to the cultural life of North San Mateo County. Additionally, it gives Skyline 
College students a chance to show their work in professional-quality exhibitions, and to 
engage in exhibition design, installation, and curatorial practice. The Art Program 
offers dynamic cross-disciplinary courses such as ‘Art, Music and Ideas’, and 
CIPHER’s ‘Mural and Street Art’, and fosters student participation in interdepartmental 
activities such as ‘Talisman’, Skyline College’s literary magazine, ‘Rock the School 
Bells’, and ‘Empty Bowls’. Outreach projects such as the ‘Daly City Street Art Project’ 
and collaborative exhibitions with local high schools and art organizations keep us 
connected to area high schools and local community.  

The Art Program embodies essential critical thinking, creative, and communication 
skills necessary for students to achieve intellectual, cultural, social, economic and 
personal fulfillment. These components fully align with the Skyline College mission of 
empowering and transforming a global community of learners. 
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I.B. Program Student Learning Outcomes 
List the current program student learning outcomes (PSLOs).   

Narrative 
Upon completion of the Art Program students will be able to: 

1. Develop visual literacy through communication, reflection, and analysis of artworks 
and the concepts and influences from which artworks originate. 

2. Develop physical and technical skills within an art and design based media to be 
used as tools for creative expression. 

Associated Objectives 
695-Current technologies for most relevant and engaging teaching practices and 
student learning & program outcomes.  
 
693-Facilities requests for best teaching practices.  
 
691-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: equipment maintenance.  
 
690-Hire a Studio Art Laboratory Technician  
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I.C. Profile: Program Review Team 
Comprehensive program review is intended to be a collaborative process which 
promotes dialogue and reflection. Please identify all individuals who contributed to or 
shaped the program review narrative. Include names and the title or role of each 
person.   

 
Narrative 
SLO Assessment Cycle, Program Review Narrative, Program Review 
Presentation, and Curriculum Review:  
Paul Bridenbaugh, Associate Professor of Art  
Amir Esfahani, Associate Professor of Art  
Bridget Fischer, Professor of Art  
Tiffany Schmierer, Professor of Art  
Arthur Takayma, Professor of Art  
 
Course level Assessment cycle and reflection, and curriculum review:  
Aya Artola, Adjunct Professor of Art  
Teresa Cunniff, Adjunct Professor of Art  
Eileen David, Adjunct Professor of Art  
Diane Jones, Adjunct Professor of Art  
Michael Ryan, Adjunct Professor of Art  
Sean Uyehara, Adjunct Faculty in Film   
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II.A. Program Effectiveness 
Review data related to the program and assess the program's effectiveness at 
meeting its described purpose. Consider using college-wide data for comparison 
purposes. Program data may 

- Standard program review reports from PRIE including indicators of success, 
retention, and equity 

- Program-specific data such as labor market data, surveys, and custom reports 
- Program Student Learning Outcome (PSLO) reports from TracDat 
- Prior CPR/APPs 
- Feedback from the program's administrator, advisory committees, and/or other 

stakeholders 
- Course outlines of record and offering history (instructional programs only) 
- Professional development received 
- Other relevant data 
- Additional data may be requested from PRIE by completing the Research 

Request Form available at http://www.skylinecollege.edu/prie/request.php 
 
Based on the data reviewed, describe the overall effectiveness of the program and 
any conclusions drawn from the data 
 
Narrative 
Achievements/Strengths: (1) Student success and retention rates in the Art 
Program were consistently higher than the college-wide average for this program 
review cycle. In comparing the average of five years data for the entire Art Program 
versus college-wide data, success and retention rates were higher by 3.4% and 
2.3% respectively. (2) Averaging over the five-year period 2013-2018, 75.2% of Art 
course students identified as having degree/transfer goals, which is 14% above the 
college-wide average. (3) The Art Program’s productivity calculated by load is 541, 
which is higher than college wide load of 537.8 as averaged over the same five-year 
cycle.  

Goals/Needs Improvement:  
An identified area in need of improvement is the success and retention rates for 
distance education (DE) courses. The five-year rates are below the college average 
by 1.5% for success and 0.3% for retention in hybrid courses, and 7.1% for success 
and 6.4% for retention in online courses. A concentrated effort will be made to 
improve the success and retention rates of Distance Education Art and Art History 
courses. This effort will include: (1) Identifying and targeting specific courses for 
improvement based on success and retention data. (2) Departmental review and 
analysis of identified courses. (3) Review and improvement of DE assessment tools 
that target assessment methods specific to online art courses. (4) Faculty 
consultation with the CTTL/DE coordinator to provide strategies for increased 
student success. (5) Encouraged attendance at professional development 
workshops and conferences that are specific to online pedagogy and technologies, 
as appropriate.  

http://www.skylinecollege.edu/prie/request.php
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Although online course offerings represent a small percentage of art courses, it is 
important to ensure a quality experience for all Skyline College art students through 
implementation of the strategies outlined above.  

*See section II.A.6. Program Equity, for analysis and conclusions drawn from data on 
student characteristics: including gender, ethnicity, age, and goal. 
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II.A.1 Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals) 
Describe the progress made on prior CPR/APP objectives including identification of 
achievements or areas in which further effort is needed. If the program is new with no 
prior CPR/APP, comment on new program implementation. 
Below the narrative box, use the Associate Objectives feature to select the related 
objectives. Once associated, you may also view each objective. If appropriate, edit the 
status to Completed or Discontinued. 

 
Narrative 
These are the strategic goals listed in the Art Program’s APP 2017/2018 and CPR 
2013, and their current status:  

Goal #1- Facilities and Technology – Facility and technology upgrades will improve 
student safety and success. In order to attract and engage students, the Art Program 
needs to establish concurrency with our transfer and feeder institutions by providing 
up-to-date technologies and 21st-century facilities. To meet this goal, upgraded 
facilities have been requested including increased number and size of classrooms, 
increased support personnel, upgraded equipment, and new technologies. Since the 
last CPR, the Art Program has:  

• Achieved an increased number of classrooms through the creation of a digital 
art lab. However, increased scheduling of classes in the lab space by non-art 
programs has greatly diminished its availability to the Program.  

• Achieved some upgrades to facilities, including electrical upgrades in the 
sculpture and ceramics labs, an upgraded lighting system in the art gallery and 
ceramics lab, and wi-fi upgrades in the 2D studios.  

• Achieved upgrades in digital equipment and new technologies. This includes 
added printers, a laser cutter, a plotter, Wacom tablets, a decal printer, 
computerized ceramic kilns, photo printers, scanners, 3D printers, a smart tv, 
and a digital art lab with computers.  

• Achieved acquisition of tools and equipment for studio art media: easels, 
taborets, electric hand tools, a table saw, paper cutters, a guillotine paper 
cutter, a wall mounted mat/glass cutter, a mat cutter, roto-trim paper cutters, a 
ceramic slab roller, pottery wheels, cameras and lenses, photo lighting 
equipment, and portable light stands.  

• Achieved upgrades in furniture: storage cabinets for the photo lab, rolling tables 
for the sculpture lab, and tables and storage for the ceramics lab.  

• Achieved upgrades in health and safety equipment: eye-wash stations, a dust 
collector for the sculpture lab, and a fine particle air filter for ceramics lab.  

 
The Art Program has requested but not achieved:  

• Hiring of support staff: a studio lab technician, keeping with best standard 
practices for art studio maintenance and safety. 

• An increase in the number and size of classrooms, including an additional 
studio for printmaking and design. 

• A solely dedicated digital art lab classroom that is appropriate in size and safely 
allows for the integration of all digital equipment: a 3-D printer, a laser cutter, 2-
D and 3-D scanners, a plotter, large format digital printers, and storage 
cabinets for equipment and supplies. 
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• Sculpture Studio lab improvements requested but not achieved:    
o A metal sculpture program with the ability to offer a full range of curricula 

including metal casting and fabrication in sufficient and safe facilities.  
o A full-studio dust collection system for the health and safety of students and 

faculty. 
o Full studio ventilation.  
o For proper cleanup, a concrete floor. 
o A Smart Classroom setup  

 
• Ceramics Studio lab improvements requested but not achieved:  

o A dedicated classroom area for ceramics lab pottery wheels that face each 
other for interactive learning and best practices.  

o The creation of a ceramics kiln garage that provides for student 
accessibility and teaching, equipment protection, and best ventilation 
standards.  

o A dedicated room for ceramic glaze materials with increased fine particle 
ventilation.  

o A Smart Classroom setup in every lab and lecture room.  
 

• Drawing Studio lab improvements requested but not achieved:  
o A Smart Classroom setup.  
o Ventilation upgrades.  
o Upgraded lighting.  
o Increased storage.  

 
• Painting Studio lab improvements requested but not achieved:  

o A Smart Classroom setup.  
o A ventilation system for student and faculty health and safety.  
o An upgraded lighting system.  
o A storage area for equipment and materials.  
o A critique wall in the Painting Studio lab.  

 
• A dedicated Printmaking Studio lab that would provide the following 

improvements has been requested but not achieved:  
o Dedicated space to fully implement a printmaking curriculum per best 

practices exemplified by our transfer institutions, and to reduce time taken 
away from teaching efforts to set up vastly different types of equipment, 
furniture, tools, and supplies for different uses in a shared space, then 
return the room to the original configuration after class is over.  

o A Smart Classroom setup.  
o Increased student access to studio space and equipment required for each 

discipline.  
o Reduction in repeated classroom re-configurations that impact the health 

and safety of students and faculty.  
 

• Art Gallery improvements requested but not achieved:  
o A Smart Classroom setup.  
o Artwork storage.  
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o An art prep and clean-up sink. Currently the restroom is used for this 
purpose.  

o A separate office space that is a fully functional office.  
o Technology: a computer, printer, short throw projector, and large flat screen 

monitors.  
o Accessibility: a door that opens without having to use extreme force that 

risks bodily injury.  
o Visibility: improved signage and a glass door entrance.  
o Improved marketing: increased signage including sandwich boards, and 

website support for the gallery.  
o A dedicated annual budget.  

 
• A dedicated Design Studio that would provide the following improvements has 

been requested but not achieved:  
o Dedicated space to fully implement a design curriculum per best practices 

exemplified by our transfer institutions.  
o A Design Fab Lab with 3D printers, scanners, tablets, and other equipment.  
o A Smart Classroom setup.  

Goal #2- Equity and Excellence - Art Program faculty are committed to a learning 
environment that provides a global perspective through a culturally diverse art curriculum 
and programs. Art faculty are active participants in equity workshops, college curriculum 
redesign, and other Skyline College Promise initiatives. Since the last CPR, the Art 
Program has:  

• Achieved secured funding via a PIF grant for providing required art supplies, in 
collaboration with Guardian Scholars, to students with financial need.  

• Achieved active involvement of Art faculty members with the College Redesign, 
and on work teams, inquiry groups, participatory governance committees, the 
Academic Senate, communities of practice, and accreditation to ensure that 
equity and excellence are priorities in the Art program.  

• Achieved expanded Art Gallery exhibitions that promote marginalized artists 
and cultures, and highlight cultural and social justice issues. 

• Achieved a diversified Art History curriculum with courses that include: ‘Art of 
Africa’, and ‘Visual Theory and Practice: Ceramics’; and future courses: 
‘Theory and Practice: Photography’, and ‘Islamic Art History’. All these courses 
are designed to meet the ethnic and cultural diversity degree requirements.  

 
Goal #3- Comprehensive Community Connection -The Art Program has developed 
and maintained strong community connections, both on campus and in the local area, 
to provide shared educational experiences in the Visual Arts. This outreach serves to 
promote the Skyline College mission and values. Since the last CPR, the Art Program 
has:  

• Achieved expanded high school outreach, including an exhibition of Jefferson 
School District high school student work titled ‘The Scream’ at the Skyline 
College Art Gallery; a collaborative exhibition with Jefferson School District and 
Skyline College titled ‘Coastside Invitational’ at Sanchez Art Center, and 
collaboration with Capuchino High School on the ‘Empty Bowls’ fundraising 
event.  
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• Achieved expanded community outreach, including a Skyline College art 
student exhibition at Society of Western Artists Gallery and BAEC in downtown 
San Bruno, and public art projects in collaboration with the City of Daly City. -
Achieved enhanced engagement with Skyline students through art clubs, 
including Photography and Ceramics.  

• Achieved continued participation in schoolwide events such as ‘Meet Your 
Major’, CTE for connection to arts industry, CIPHER learning community ‘Rock 
the School Bells’ and public art murals, ASLT to create a permanent collection 
of award-winning student artwork, visual arts submissions to the Talisman.  

• Achieved development of school-wide events, including: panel discussions, 
artist workshops, visiting artist demonstrations and lectures, and a biennial 
Empty Bowls fundraiser project.  

• Achieved diverse, museum-quality art gallery exhibition presentations such as:  
o Low Ride World Wide, an exhibition documenting the globalization of 

lowriding culture from California to Japan, Sweden, Brazil, and many other 
countries.  

o Tropeycalia Club, an exhibition of Filipino and Cuban artists investigating 
cultural tropes and clichés  

o Obscuras Fronteras, an exhibition of electronic artworks and musical 
compositions created by two leading musical composers from Mexico City, 
Mexico and Santiago, Chile.  

o Breaching Walls: Real and Imaginary, an exhibition of significant artworks 
from Latin America spanning years from 1000 CE to contemporary.  

o An annual Day of the Dead exhibit.  
 

• Not achieved: improved marketing and visibility for the Art Program, Art 
Gallery, and accompanying art and cultural events.  

Goal #4 Instruction - Art faculty are continually assessing course modifications, DE 
courses, and other new courses necessary to address the changing needs of students 
and transfer requirements. Faculty are evaluating and revising degrees and creating 
certificate offerings to meet student needs and expectations. Since the last CPR, the Art 
Program has:  

• Achieved Curriculum Committee approval for a full transfer model curriculum 
template for the Studio Art and Art History AA-T degrees. (note: full 
implementation of Studio Art and Art History AA-T degrees have been delayed 
due to administrative difficulties. The final degree modifications are submitted 
for state approval which will allow students to take full advantage of the 
degree.)  

• Achieved sequencing of Art and Art History courses to provide students a 
guided pathway through Art Program degrees and certificates.  

• Achieved banking and deletion of courses that are no longer meeting program 
needs.  

• Achieved alignment of the Art AA and Art AA-T for better flexibility and pathway 
structure.  

• Achieved expansion of the studio art GE offerings for UC and CSU for non-art 
majors.  

• Achieved creation of new certificates: Web Design, Graphic Design, and 
Ceramics. 
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Associated Objectives 
696-Art Program and Art Gallery marketing: community outreach equipment and 
materials.  
 
695-Current technologies for most relevant and engaging teaching practices and 
student learning & program outcomes.  
 
693-Facilities requests for best teaching practices.  
 
691-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: equipment maintenance.  
 
692-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: renovations and improvement are needed 
now that the Art Program is staying longer in Building 1.  
 
690-Hire a Studio Art Laboratory Technician  
 
694-Skyline Promise: making Studio Art classes more affordable for students by 
providing more small tools/equipment.  
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II.A.2 Progress on Program Student Learning Outcomes 
Describe the progress made on PSLOs including achievements, gaps in learning, 
and/or areas in which further effort is needed. 
Upload the TracDat report to the SPOL document repository in the Program Review 
folder for the current academic year (Program Uploads). Make sure the file name 
includes the program name or abbreviation (e.g., PRIE-TracDat 2017). 

 
Narrative 
For our CPR PSLO assessment review, these are our key findings and action plans: 
PSLO assessment:  
 
PSLO #1:   Develop visual literacy through communication, reflection, and 
analysis of artworks and the concepts and influences from which artworks 
originate.  
 
Assessment #1: Analyzing Art Program course SLO data since the last CPR shows 
88.68% of course SLOs mapped to PSO #1 are meeting SLO benchmarks. 10.07% 
were inconclusive due to small class/sample size, or banked course. 1.25% had 
criteria not met. Strong results overall, with these actions based on reflections of the 
assessment report:  
 

1. Improvement Action #1: Continue to emphasize new critique and reflective 
exercises, and add art/design vocabulary practice exercises to build stronger 
skills and confidence with writing and presentation. In the surveys, student 
confidence in techniques is stronger than in verbal and written communication.  

 
2. Improvement Action #2: Including HIPs in Art Program curriculum, such as 

capstone project and e-portfolio. Begin to plan for this as a department.  
 

3. Improvement Action #3: Develop additional assessment tools for online 
classes. Success and retention are lower in this realm than in face-to-face 
offerings. In the CPR analysis, faculty concluded that data from students and 
faculty for online classes was not sufficient to determine specific areas of 
improvement in success and retention. One strategy will be the incorporation of 
regular "in-class" surveys, before, during and after the course to seek out and 
assess student feedback.  This will give a more detailed picture to help 
determine a course of action.  

 
Assessment #2: The Art Program faculty review of the Annual Student Art Show was 
productive, involving group reflections on strengths and areas for improvement when 
viewing the student work, and analysis of the Art Program as a whole. Faculty set 
actions and goals for the next year based on these discussions and observations.  
 

1. Strength: In group projects, working together made for strong pieces. 
Students learn how to collaborate creatively, which is required in most artistic 
fields. This format also encourages peer-to-peer mentoring. Continue to work 
these projects into studio curricula and shows.  
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2. Strength: Students are exploring more provocative/challenging subject matter 
in this year's work. Project themes that provide a strong conceptual 
springboard help to promote this. Continue to incorporate project themes like 
social justice, personal narrative, sustainability, and others into the Art 
Program curriculum. Continue to work with Sustainability Fellows, HIPs, 
Communities of Practice, Re-design to engage in effective pedagogy.   

 
3. Improvement Action: Better align 3-D design and sculpture curricula so that 

each is building on the other. Also, connect 2-D design with other 2-D 
courses. Meet with adjunct faculty teaching foundations courses to make sure 
sequences of courses aren't redundant, and build on one another in a way 
where students can maximize skills and push themselves the most creatively.   

 
4. Improvement Action: Interconnect students with Art Program majors more 

closely and support events that solidify this community. Hold collaborative 
shows with themes that can involve participation across different studio 
classes, i.e. Earth Day, Dia De Los Muertos, and social justice. Combine art 
club events and/or meetings: Ceramics Club, Art Club, and Photo Club.  

 
PSLO #2:   Develop physical and technical skills within an art and design-based 
media to be used as tools for creative expression.  

Assessment #1: Analyzing the Art/Film course SLO data since the last CPR shows 
86.15% of course SLOs mapped to PSO #2 are meeting SLO benchmarks. 13.09% 
were inconclusive due to small class/sample size, and to classes not currently being 
offered due to facility needs (e.g. Art 406 Sculpture III working with metal). 0.76% had 
criteria not met. Strong results overall, with these actions based on reflections of the 
assessment report:  
 

1. Improvement Action #1: Embed more digital technology in every studio art 
course through dedicated computers, tablets, 3-D printers/scanners etc. The 
Art Program’s aspiration is to have an "Art Fab Lab" as a dedicated design 
classroom.  

 
2. Improvement Action #2: Make the best materials accessible to all students. 

Acquire more small tools for student use, so that they don't have to purchase 
them. Like OERS, this makes the courses more accessible and sustainable.  

 
3. Improvement Action #3: Hire an Art Program technician for increased safety 

and student support. It is standard to have a lab technician in college-level art 
programs. This position helps to ensure material and equipment safety, and 
support the Program’s technical goals.  

 
4. Improvement Action #4: Increase space for instruction and storage. Having 

suitable lab space allows for better safety, increases potential for students to 
create work on a larger scale with more diverse material techniques, and 
improves teaching and learning through better classroom arrangements. 
Upgrades to building 1 would allow for increased variety of 3-D materials 
available to students, like metal, stone, and casting; allow for more advanced 
and diverse 3-D printing; allow for expanded digital lab tools; provide 
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adequate space for improved instruction arrangements; allow for expanded 
printmaking methods, provide improved lighting, and more. Since it will 
remain in that space for a longer period, the Art Program requires funds to 
renovate building 1 in order to provide the best possible studios and lecture 
rooms in support of Student Learning Outcomes.  

 
Assessment #2: The Art Program faculty review of the Annual Student Art Show was 
productive, involving group reflections on strengths and areas for improvement when 
viewing the student work, and analysis of the Art Program as a whole. Faculty set 
actions and goals for the next year based on these discussions and observations.  
 

1. Strength: Strong overall artwork. Students demonstrated proficiency with 
many media, and work meets or exceeds college-level standards.  

 
2. Improvement Action: Increase diversity of sculpture processes. The sculpture 

lab needs improvements in facilities and equipment to bring back a full range 
of sculpture media, including metal, wood, plaster, and new technologies like 
laser and 3-D printing.  

 
3. Improvement Action: Provide for increased scale of student work. Most of the 

work in the student show was small to medium scale. Studio and storage 
space limitations are a challenge for larger projects and installations. Work to 
acquire additional dedicated Art Program space, as proper equipment and 
increased layout is needed to work with larger 2-D and 3-D work. It is 
important to provide sculpture students with the experiences and challenges 
of working in large scale.  

 
4. Improvement action: Make studio classes more affordable by providing 

reusable supplies/tools for students. In Ceramics, have community tools; in 
Painting, have community brushes; In Art History, use OER publications; in 
Drawing, reuse portfolios. Provide set-up tools and supplies for those who 
can't afford them, and connect into the Promise Scholars program.  

 
5. Improvement action: Increase computer access for all studio classes. Digital 

design is becoming increasingly integrated into all studio classes. All studios 
would benefit from providing student access to Photoshop, Illustrator, and 
other creative software. The current digital lab is at capacity for digital art and 
media classes. One improvement would be a dedicated compute in all 
studios with creative software for students. Another solution would be to 
Increase the number of digital art labs. The Art Program has requested 
tablets for digital Drawing and Design.  

The Art Program’s course-level SLOs are mapped to program-level SLOs, and up 
again to Skyline College's ISLOs. By meeting course SLOs, the Art Program is also 
meeting program-level and institutional benchmarks.   

Faculty members are being trained on the new version of TracDat and new courses 
are being added to both the calendar and database. 
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Evidentiary Documents 
ART_PSLO_Tractdat_Report_CPR18-19.pdf  
 
Associated Objectives 
695-Current technologies for most relevant and engaging teaching practices and 
student learning & program outcomes.  
 
693-Facilities requests for best teaching practices.  
 
691-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: equipment maintenance.  
 
692-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: renovations and improvement are needed 
now that the Art Program is staying longer in Building 1.  
 
690-Hire a Studio Art Laboratory Technician  
 
694-Skyline Promise: making Studio Art classes more affordable for students by 
providing more small tools/equipment.  
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II.A.3.a Program Personnel 
Describe the current staffing structure of the program and how it aligns with achieving 
the purpose of the program. 
 
Narrative 
Full-time Faculty in Art: 5 
Part-time Faculty in Art and Film: 6 
Classified Staff: 0 

Achievements/Strengths: (1) The Art faculty is composed of active professional 
artists, involved both on campus and with regional, national, and international art 
communities. (2) Art faculty are committed to professional development, and actively 
integrate new technologies and pedagogies that align with transfer institutions. (3) Art 
faculty make up a collaborative team that meets regularly, and engages in campus 
events and professional development. (4) The Art Program has the needed 5 full-time 
faculty experts to oversee specialized curricula in Digital, 2-D, 3-D, Photo, Art History, 
and Gallery.  

Improvement/Needs: (1) A dedicated Art Lab Technician: qualified art lab technicians 
are common practice and considered essential in college Art Programs as instituted at 
CSM and most other colleges and universities. Technicians support student safety and 
learning in the classroom through: management of hazardous materials and waste, 
instructional support, studio management, and oversight of specialized equipment to 
ensure consistent safe operation. Currently volunteers and student assistants are used 
to address some of these needs. (2) Diverse faculty that reflects the community that 
we serve. The Art Program will intentionally develop a robust pool of Art and Art 
History adjunct faculty.   

Associated Objectives 
690-Hire a Studio Art Laboratory Technician   
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II.A.3.b Personnel FTE 
Provide the current FTE of each category of personnel. 

- FT Faculty FTE: 
- Adjunct Faculty FTE: 
- Classified Staff FTE: 
- Administrator FTE: 

 
Narrative 
Full-time Faculty in Art: 5.476 
Part-time Faculty in Art and Film: 2.165 
Classified Staff: 1.0 (Division Assistant for SS/CA) 
Administrator FTE: 1.0 (Division Dean)  
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II.A.4 Program Access 
Describe matters of access relevant to your program such as offering patterns, service 
hours, F2F vs. DE offerings, availability of services to online students, on-campus vs. 
off-campus locations, unaddressed needs, and/or highly effective practices.   
 
Narrative 
2-Year curriculum: 
Core classes for the Art Degree major sequence are offered annually. Elective courses 
will be offered one or more times in each 2-year cycle. In cooperation with the College 
Redesign, the Art Program has sequenced course offerings in two- and three-year 
guided pathways. Intentionally scheduling art courses ensures that students are able 
to complete their academic objectives within their chosen two- or three-year sequence. 

Achievements/Strengths:   
The Art Program offers a great variety and depth of curriculum in the areas of art 
history, painting, drawing, printmaking, sculpture, ceramics, digital media, and 
photography. In response to the 2013 CPR, two full-time art faculty were hired. All art 
faculty members are active in the Bay Area art community and beyond with 
professional activities that include exhibiting in group and solo shows, curating 
exhibitions, publishing, presenting at conferences, participating as lecturers and 
visiting artists, serving as panelists in museum and gallery events, and jurying 
regional, national, and international exhibitions. Not only do all art faculty participate in 
Skyline College flex day professional development and college-wide Skyline Promise 
initiatives, but also in a wide range of professional development activities in the art 
field. In this cycle there is an increase in the number of art faculty who have been 
trained in online teaching technology and pedagogy. All of this ensures that the 
curriculum remains relevant and current for the students.  

Since the Art Program’s last CPR, art faculty have created a digital art curriculum 
consisting of eight courses transferable to the CSU and UC systems, two certificates, 
and use of a digital media lab with a full range of computer stations and state-of-the-art 
equipment for students to train on. The Art Program has increased online course 
offerings in Art History: Art 117 – ‘Art of Africa and the African Diaspora’; and in Digital 
Art: Art 479 – ‘Typography’, Art 440 – ‘Web Design I’, Art 441 – ‘Web Design II’, and 
Art 430 – ‘Introduction to Digital Art’. To accommodate student needs, GE offerings 
have been expanded to include Art 175 – ‘Visual Theory and Practice: Ceramics’, and 
Art 350 – ‘Visual Perception through Photography’. With the addition of courses that 
fulfill the Ethnic and Cultural Diversity requirement, including Art 117 – ‘Art of Africa 
and the African Diaspora’, and Art 175 – ‘Visual Theory and Practice: Ceramics’, 
students have an increased opportunity for global learning and achievement of the 
Skyline College Mission. These expanded curriculum and delivery methods increase 
access to art courses for Skyline College students.  

Art Program faculty are committed to a wide variety of patterns of access. New online 
course offerings, scheduling of courses across times and days, and balancing face-to-
face with DE offerings have given students the ability to achieve their two- or three-
year education plans in a timely manner. Art faculty have served in HIPS and GE 
Inquiry and Work Teams as a part of the College Redesign to incorporate highly 
effective practices for student success. For example, in the Art 221 ‘Mural Painting’ 
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course, in collaboration with CIPHER, students participated in a service learning 
capacity by designing and painting public art projects in eight locations in Daly City, 
culminating with a City Hall dedication ceremony in which students had the opportunity 
to meet local politicians and other community leaders. 
 
Issues:  
Space constraints limit student access to facilities for key learning activities such as 
classroom experience and completion of required TBA hours. Limited open studio 
access for practice and portfolio development hinders students’ ability to meet required 
component for courses, and achieve success. Art courses have specialized equipment 
and facilities needs that students can only access in the art studio classrooms.   

Several key disciplines do not have a dedicated lab/studio facility. A dedicated lab is 
necessary in art, in the same way it is in science. In a science lab, biology, chemistry, 
and physics are not housed in the same classroom due to the specialized equipment 
needs for each discipline. For the Art Program, specialized facility space for design, 
drawing, painting, printmaking, sculpture, ceramics, digital art, and photography is 
necessary. Currently, drawing, painting, printmaking, sculpture, and design do not 
have dedicated labs, creating the need for faculty to move furniture, tools, and 
equipment as classes change from one discipline to another in these studios. This 
means crucial class time is lost for our students, which does not support maximized 
student learning and impedes the ability for flexible scheduling, and program 
expansion at times when student demand is high.    

Associated Objectives 
696-Art Program and Art Gallery marketing: community outreach equipment and 
materials.  
 
693-Facilities requests for best teaching practices.  
 
692-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: renovations and improvement are needed 
now that the Art Program is staying longer in Building 1.  
 
694-Skyline Promise: making Studio Art classes more affordable for students by 
providing more small tools/equipment.  
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II.A.5 Program Environment 
Describe key factors and changes impacting the program such as college initiatives, 
industry needs, regulatory changes, state mandates, grant requirements, personnel 
changes, demand for classes/services, and other issues.   
 
Narrative 

• Facilities and Planning: In the last three plus years, art faculty have dedicated 
time and focus to envisioning and planning for design, construction, and 
transition to a new facility that would meet our multi-faceted present and future 
environmental needs. Art Program faculty have made site visits to other 
colleges, participated in countless meetings with architect and planning teams, 
and researched equipment and infrastructure needs for a potential future 
building. Now that a decision has been made that the Art Program will continue 
to operate out of Building 1 for an extended period, a plan and budget needs to 
be made for significant upgrades in Building 1 to ensure that health and safety, 
and program needs are met. See section V.A for specific strategies.  

• Skyline Promise: With the continuing development of the College Redesign, 
art faculty are involved in inquiry and work teams such as: GE redesign, HIPS, 
design team, guided pathway design, and others. The upcoming results of this 
work will affect our course offerings, sequencing, and scheduling of courses.  

• Personnel Changes: In the last CPR cycle the longtime Dean of SS/CA 
retired, and was followed by two interim Deans. In the past semester a 
permanent Dean was hired. The transitions have been challenging and 
disruptive given that they occurred in the middle of multiple major school 
initiatives and new building planning. The Art Program is now looking ahead to 
developing goals with supportive and stable leadership.  

• Industry Needs: The Art Program has created new certificates, including 
Graphic Design, Web Design, and Ceramics, to provide students more options 
for credentials and job opportunities. The art faculty has facilitated partnerships 
with tech industry companies and the district. For example, art faculty contacts 
at Pixar, Electronic Arts, as well as smaller Bay Area start-up companies were 
brought in to participate in district-wide Technology Focus Groups developed to 
improve curriculum offerings for students to learn desired skills for internship 
and entry level positions in local industries. By partnering with CTE and the 
Center for Career and Workforce Programs, art faculty have acquired major 
digital lab equipment upgrades and new equipment via specialized workforce 
development grants. Also, in partnership with Center for Career and Workforce, 
a new UIUX (User Interface User Experience: a growing tech sector career 
path) program has been developed by art faculty. 

Associated Objectives 
693-Facilities requests for best teaching practices. 
691-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: equipment maintenance.  
692-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: renovations and improvement are needed 
now that the Art Program is staying longer in Building 1.  
690-Hire a Studio Art Laboratory Technician  
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II.A.6 Program Equity 
Based on the data reviewed, highlight any progress and/or effective practices 
employed in the program to address identified student equity gaps and minimize 
disproportionate impact. Describe any pre-existing or anticipate program barriers in 
making progress. If you intend to request resources for objectives related to equity, 
explain any connections between barriers described and the support/resource(s) 
requested.    
 
Narrative 
In comparing the Skyline College-wide data to the Art Program data based on 
student characteristics:  
• GENDER:  

o Enrollment: Overall college enrollment by students identifying as female is 
higher than male, however the gender gap difference in the Art Program is 
lower at 4.2% compared to the college’s 7.4%. 

o Success rates: for students identifying as female were 2.9-4.2% higher than 
the overall college’s success rates for each year in the cycle. Success rates for 
students identifying as male were also higher by 2.2-5% each year. 

o Retention rates: were 1.6-1.9% higher for female and 2.2-4.3% higher for 
male students than college-wide. 

Conclusion: Based upon data provided by PRIE, the relative proportion of students 
self-identifying as male or female enrolled in art courses is more balanced than the 
overall college average. The art faculty is committed to providing an inclusive and safe 
space for students self-identifying in a spectrum of gender identities and gender 
expressions.  
 
• ETHNICITY:  

o Enrollment: Over the 5-year CPR period, average enrollment in the Art 
Program was lower than average college-wide enrollment by 1.6% for White 
Non-Hispanic students, by 1.5% for Asian students, by 0.7% for Black Non-
Hispanic students, by 0.5% for Pacific Islander students, and by 0.4% for 
Hispanic/Latino students. Enrollment in the Art Program was higher than 
college-wide enrollment by 2.9% for Filipino students, and by 2.3% for Multi 
Race students. Like college-wide enrollment, Am. Ind./Alaska Native 
enrollment was less than 1% in the Art Program. 

o Success rates: Over the 5-year period, average student success rates in the 
Art Program were higher than those of the college for most groups: Asian 
students by 2%, Filipino students by 2%, Hispanic/Latino students by 4%, 
Pacific Islander students by 12%, White/Non-Hispanic students by 4%, and 
Multi Race students by 3%. The average success rate for Black-Non-Hispanic 
students was equal to the college-wide rate, and that for Am. Ind./Alaska 
Native students was 10% lower than the college-wide rate. The success rates 
of 59% for Black-Non-Hispanic students and 60% for Am. Ind./Alaska Native 
students are lower than our program goals and expectations. 

o Retention rates: Withdrawals were 1-3% lower over the 5-year period for all 
groups except Pacific Islander students at 11% lower, and Am. Ind./Alaska 
Native students, at 13% higher. Enrollment for this last group is small enough 
to cause large variation in percentages with small changes in numbers, but it is 
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especially important to decrease withdrawals by students from low-enrollment 
groups. 

Conclusion: Enrollment rates in the Art Program were similar to college-wide 
enrollment rates across all eight ethnicity groups, with differences of no more than 3% 
for each group. The Art Program had higher success rates than the college in six out 
of the eight ethnicity groups, and higher retention rates in all but one group. Art 
Program success and retention rates are similar to those of the college for Black/Non-
Hispanic students, but these rates do not meet Art Program goals and expectations. 
The sample size of 10 students over a five-year period for Am.Ind/Native Alaskan 
student enrollment is very small, which affects the statistical significance of the data. 
Still, Art Program success and retention rates are lower than the college average for 
these students, and again, these rates do not meet Art Program goals and 
expectations. Given the disparity in enrollment and success statistics for specific 
ethnicity groups, the Art Program is committed to closing the equity gap. One equity 
barrier the Art Program believes is linked to studio art class enrollment statistics is that 
of income and economic class, which negatively impacts enrollment and students’ 
ability to buy art materials that are required in studio art courses. Since the last CPR, 
the Art Program has achieved funding secured via a PIF grant to provide required art 
supplies, in collaboration with Guardian Scholars, to students with financial need.  
The Art Program is also strategizing to shift more small tools costs from student 
purchases to college equipment orders that can be used for multiple semesters, and is 
exploring opportunities to include assistance for art supplies in the Promise Scholars 
Program. The Art Program will seek to continue to diversify curricula and faculty hires 
to more accurately reflect our student population, and will continue to offer gallery 
exhibition programming and community events that promote equity and diversity.  
 
• AGE:  

o Enrollment: Compared to college-wide averages over the 5-year period, 
enrollment in the Art Program was higher by 15.0% for students aged 18-22, 
equivalent for students aged 60+, and lower by 1.3% to 5.7% in all other age 
brackets.  

o Success rates: The average rate of success for the past five years in all age 
brackets in Art Program enrollments was 75% or above. Art Program success 
rates were lower than college-wide averages in the 50-59 age bracket, with a 
75% success rate as compared to 78% for the College. Art Program success 
rates were equal to college-wide averages for students under 18, at 76% for 
both. In all the remaining age brackets, Art Program success rates were higher 
by 3-6% as compared to the College. The largest age group served by the Art 
Program and the college is the 18-22 bracket, at 59.9% and 44.5% of total 
enrollments respectively. Success rates for Art Program enrollments in the 18-
22 age bracket were higher than the college-wide average, with a success rate 
of 75% as compared to 71% for the College.  

o Retention rates: Withdrawals were 4% higher in the Art Program over the 5-
year period in the 50-59 age bracket, compared to college-wide averages. Art 
Program withdrawals were equal to college-wide averages for students under 
18, at 10% for both. In all other age brackets, withdrawals were lower in the Art 
Program by 1-4% compared to college-wide averages.  

Conclusion: In comparison with to college-wide averages, Art Program enrollment 
rates were significantly higher in the 18-22 age bracket, and equal or slightly lower for 
students in other age brackets. A large proportion of students in the 18-22 age bracket 
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for both the College and the Program may reflect a high percentage of 
Degree/Transfer student enrollments. Success rates for the Art Program were equal or 
higher overall than those of the College, with the exception of the 50-59 age bracket, 
and were equal or higher than 75% in all age brackets when considering the entire 5-
year period. Retention rates for the Art Program were similar to those of the College, 
and equal or higher than college-wide rates, with the exception of the 50-59 age 
bracket where retention rates for the Program were 4% lower.  
 
• GOAL:  

o Enrollment: Unduplicated head-counts by goal for the Art Program were lower 
than college-wide averages by 1.3% to 8.0% in all categories except for 
Degree/Transfer, where head-counts in the Art Program were higher by 13.9%. 
Like the college, a majority of students enrolled in the Art Program have the 
goal of Degree/Transfer, with a five-year averages at 75.5% for Art and 61.5% 
college-wide. In addition to transfer bound students, it is recognized that there 
are also many students being served who have other goals. These include 
students who are currently enrolled in a four year program at another institution 
and need to fulfill GE and other program requirements, high school students 
with concurrent enrollment requirements, students seeking to fulfill pre-
requisites for art therapy, art conservation, and a wide range of architecture, 
design, journalistic photography, or other arts professionals programs at both 
the undergraduate and graduate level, and people already in the workforce 
who need to satisfy professional development requirements.  

Conclusion: The Art Program has a primary goal of serving degree and transfer 
bound students, while simultaneously and successfully serving students with 
alternative goals. The Art Program includes all student goals in assessment and 
reflection processes and looks forward in the future to work with data that includes 
information on all student goals as listed above. 

Associated Objectives 
694-Skyline Promise: making Studio Art classes more affordable for students by 
providing more small tools/equipment.  
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III.A. Curriculum Review 
There are four steps to program review of curriculum: 
1. Request your program’s Course Offering Report from PRIE. Based on that report, 

take action to bank, delete, and/or reactivate courses. PLEASE SEE THE CPR 
WEBSITE (DIRECTIONS AND FORMS) FOR DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS.  
http://www.skylinecollege.edu/programreview/cpr.php  

 
2. Review and update all course outlines on CurricUNET. PLEASE SEE THE CPR 

WEBSITE (DIRECTIONS AND FORMS) FOR DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS. 
http://www.skylinecollege.edu/programreview/cpr.php  

 
3. Complete the Course Outline and Prerequisite Checklist Table. Upload the file to 

the SPOL document repository in the Program Review folder for the current 
academic year (Program Uploads).  

 
4. Verify and document the two-year cycle of curriculum offering to ensure that 

students have access to courses necessary to complete certificates, degrees, and 
transfer in a timely manner. Review the sequencing of prerequisites. 

 
Narrative 
The Curriculum Review report sheet is attached. All ART and Film courses have been 
reviewed this Academic year by the Curriculum Committee, and the Program faculty 
have reviewed the two-year cycles for the course offerings and requirements. Courses 
that are not offered have been officially deleted. 

Evidentiary Documents 
Art_CPR18-19_CurriculumReview.pdf 

  

http://www.skylinecollege.edu/programreview/cpr.php
http://www.skylinecollege.edu/programreview/cpr.php
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IV.A.1 Considering Key Findings 
Considering the results of CPR assessment, identify program strengths, challenges, 
opportunities, concerns, and areas in which further research is needed. Describe how 
the key findings can be used to improve program effectiveness in order to promote 
student learning and achievement.   
 
Narrative 
Strengths:  

1. The Art Program offers a strong foundation of study in the visual arts for all 
students, and a clear pathway for art majors. 

2. Art courses provide visual literacy and critical thinking skills applicable to all 
disciplines. All art history and art appreciation courses meet the Skyline 
College CSU and UC GE C1 Art and Humanities associate degree 
requirements. 

3. All studio art courses are CSU and/or UC transferable. 
4. The Art Program offers Art History courses that meet the Ethnic and Cultural 

Diversity Associate Degree requirement. 
5. The Art Program is aligned to and meets course, program, and institutional 

learning outcomes, while continuing to improve upon applicable assessment 
processes. 

6. The Art Program incorporates HIPS and other best teaching and learning 
practices. 

7. Knowledge of current trends and practices is a hallmark of the art faculty as 
active art professionals, and ensures that curricula are relevant and current for 
students. 

8. The Art Program has a strong collegial and dynamic team of dedicated 
professors who work well together and are active in all aspects of Skyline 
College governance. 

Challenges and Concerns:  
There are significant barriers in place that put the Art Program’s ability to meet current 
best teaching practices at risk. These include: facilities and infrastructure that do not 
meet current health and safety standards or ADA requirements, insufficient numbers of 
classrooms and appropriate square footage per student in studio classrooms, lack of 
lab tech support, and lack of adequate pedagogical teaching technology in the art 
studio classrooms.   

1. Facilities: In addition to an insufficient number of art labs, the current studio art 
labs are inadequate according to: art studio design standards, amount of 
workspace to ensure student safety and best art practices, sufficient ventilation, 
specialized safety equipment and hazmat storage, discipline-specific tools and 
equipment, and storage for instructional materials, tools, and supplies. Lack of 
sufficient classrooms negatively impacts students’ access to labs to complete 
assignments and TBA requirements. Studio art courses require extensive setup 
and takedown time in order to create a learning environment that supports our 
course SLOs and learning objectives. Faculty are unable to do this because of 
back-to-back scheduling of lab spaces.  

2. Lab Technicians: With hazardous chemicals on hand it is imperative to have a 
qualified technician. Currently all art faculty play a dual role of instructor and 
technician, which impacts teaching effectiveness. As with chemistry and other 
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science labs, lab technicians are common practice and essential in college-
level Art Programs. For example, as instituted at CSM and most other colleges 
and universities, qualified art lab technicians support student safety and 
learning in the classroom through: management of hazardous materials and 
waste, instructional support, studio management, and oversight of specialized 
equipment to ensure consistent safe operation.  

3. Technology: A lack of necessary technology impairs the ability of Art Program 
faculty to teach effectively. All studio art labs need embedded Wi-Fi, and 
projector capability with clear picture and sound so that HIPS teaching 
strategies can be employed. Lighting conditions in the classroom are 
problematic, as they prevent accurate color rendering that is vital to 
presentation of artwork images. High-lumen color-accurate projection systems 
are essential for art instruction. Digital drawing and design tools have become 
a classroom standard that the Art Program presently fails to meet. The 
acquisition of dedicated tablets (e.g. iPads and storage cart) would enable the 
Program to maintain concurrency.  

4. Pedagogy: Room design for Art History courses should include the ability to 
accommodate various teaching pedagogies including both lecture and active 
learning practices.  

 
Opportunities: Given its location and status in a district that is currently well funded, 
there is an opportunity for Skyline College to be a leading choice in visual arts 
institution for students.  

• The Art Program and College now have the opportunity, either through 
rehabilitation of Building 1 or development of a new building, to create an up-to-
date facility where students can actively learn. Skyline College art faculty have 
performed research and on-site evaluations of many local high schools and 
community colleges with new or upgraded facilities. Area students expect, at 
minimum, facilities that compare favorably with those they have used at local 
high schools and nearby colleges. 

• The Art Program offers diverse art gallery programming and sponsors 
exhibitions and workshops by local, regional, national, and internationally-
known artists. It also hosts community art projects, community events, and 
fundraising events for social justice and environmental change. There is an 
opportunity to increase the number and quality of these offerings by securing 
dedicated funding and marketing support. With a program services coordinator, 
the Art Program could increase major media outreach and promotion of 
projects and events. 

Associated Objectives 
696-Art Program and Art Gallery marketing: community outreach equipment and 
materials.  
 
695-Current technologies for most relevant and engaging teaching practices and 
student learning & program outcomes. 
 
693-Facilities requests for best teaching practices.  
 
691-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: equipment maintenance. 
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692-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: renovations and improvement are needed 
now that the Art Program is staying longer in Building 1.  
 
690-Hire a Studio Art Laboratory Technician 
 
694-Skyline Promise: making Studio Art classes more affordable for students by 
providing more small tools/equipment.  
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IV.A.2 Aspirations 
The key findings and program aspirations will be used as the foundation to build a 
strategy for program enhancement. 

- What is the ideal future of the program? 
- What long-term results does the program want to achieve? 
- How do the key findings prompt or inform the program's aspirations? 

 
Narrative 
Aspirations:  

• have a state-of-the-art building, and facilities with the equipment and space to 
accommodate current needs and future growth. 

• To have an optimal art facility with proximity and adjacency among all art 
history classrooms, art studios, and the art gallery to support the collaborative 
and interdisciplinary nature of art practice. 

• To meet current student needs and to spark creative innovation as an 
incubation space, the Art Program envisions an ‘Art Fab Lab’ design studio. 

• To provide a common space outside of the classroom for collaborative 
projects and peer-to-peer dialogue amongst art students, which is an 
important component of learning and building community. 

• To have a well-funded gallery and exhibition program that supports student 
learning and cultural enrichment. 

• To have a full-time gallery director. 
• To have multiple lab technicians for the specialized art studios. 
• To maintain a minimum of five full-time art faculty with expansion as the 

program grows. 
• To display more public art throughout the campus. 
• To reach to new audiences and become a central hub for creativity in the 

community, with programs and community events that provide exposure to 
the importance of art. 

• To develop arts education or ‘art blast’ events for K-12 students at feeder 
schools that develop interest and skill in artistic expression. 

Associated Objectives 
696-Art Program and Art Gallery marketing: community outreach equipment and 
materials.  
 
695-Current technologies for most relevant and engaging teaching practices and 
student learning & program outcomes. 
 
693-Facilities requests for best teaching practices.  
 
692-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: renovations and improvement are needed 
now that the Art Program is staying longer in Building 1.  
 
694-Skyline Promise: making Studio Art classes more affordable for students by 
providing more small tools/equipment.  
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V.A. Program Strategy 
Based on the key findings and aspirations, develop a plan designed to enhance the 
quality of the program. Describe the strategy (or strategies) to be implemented over 
the next six years. Strategies could include intended changes or areas of inquiry to 
pursue.  
 
[NOTE: In the next item, objectives will be created with action steps and resource 
requests to support each strategy identified here. Each objective will also be tied to an 
Institutional Goal.] 
 
Narrative 
The Art Program will continue to implement the following strategies:  
 
1. Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs:  

• Improve the quality of the art studio environment: continue to add new safety 
features to the art studios including eye washes, first aid kits, ventilation, air 
filters, proper cleaning supplies, and improved implementation of HAZMAT 
disposal. 

• Implement standardized lab and equipment health and safety signage. 
• Acquire lockable storage for: materials, tools, equipment, and containment of 

chemicals/supplies. 
• Acquire necessary equipment to safely move materials and supplies, to 

prevent injury and HAZMAT incidents. 
• Update and maintain instructional equipment to ensure the most current 

technology and safety practice. 
• Request technicians to be hired for 3-D, 2-D, gallery, and digital labs to 

provide for standard Health and Safety operations, equipment maintenance 
and operation, and materials safety and hazardous waste. 

2. New/Current Technologies for most relevant and engaging teaching 
practices and student learning outcomes:  
• Provide professional development for new technologies. 
• Explore, acquire, and implement new technologies (equipment and software). 
• Embed technology for student use in all classrooms, including computers, 

tablets, printers, and appropriate software. 

3. Curriculum Development:   
• Further diversify the Art History curriculum by increasing Art History online 

and hybrid offerings, and developing an ‘Introduction to Islamic Art’ course to 
integrate with the Art History AA-T and the newly developed Social Justice 
program. 

• Continue to develop new online and hybrid courses. 
• Continue to expand and enhance the digital arts with new course offerings, 

equipment, and lab improvements. 
• Increase offerings that fulfill GE for Arts and Humanities for CSU and UC. 
• Increase offerings in cross-disciplinary art courses. 
• Develop certificates to meet CTE goals including UI/UX Design. 
• Work with College Redesign to align curricula with college initiatives. 
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4. Skyline Promise:   
• Art Program faculty are actively involved in the Skyline Promise Initiative. In 

support of the initiative, art faculty will continue to serve on redesign Inquiry 
Teams and Work Groups, Communities of Practice, and the Design Team. 

• Art Program faculty will continue to work to adapt courses to align with guided 
course pathways and interdisciplinary themes. 

• Acquire tools for students to use in the classroom so that they do not incur 
equipment costs that otherwise can be a deterrent for student access and 
success. An example of this is collaborated funding with CIPHER for materials 
fees in the newly offered mural and street painting course. 

• Integrate with the Skyline Promise Scholarship program to provide required art 
materials for art courses. 

• Maintain OER adoption and textbook rental in support of the Skyline Promise. 

5. Outreach:   
• Promote Art Program offerings to high schools, Middle College, local 

communities, and CTE outreach events. 
• Continue to provide enriching art educational experiences for the campus and 

surrounding community. 
• Continue to organize and participate in community art events such as the San 

Bruno City Festival, Daly City Art Council events, the ‘Empty Bowls’ fundraiser, 
‘Rock the School Bells’, the California Clay Conference, Sanchez Art Center 
events, Western Artist Society Gallery events, student volunteering at the 
Internet Archive, partnership with SFMOMA, and public art with community 
partners. 

• Promote and program the Art Gallery as both an exhibition space and a cultural 
center, as a vital asset to the campus and community. 

• Support programming in the art gallery to include educational and significant 
exhibitions in the coming year which support student learning and community 
outreach. Recent exhibitions include Low Ride Worldwide in collaboration with 
Sin Nombre Car Club, Breaching Walls Real and Imaginary (a Latino heritage 
exhibition), and Holding the Center (an exhibition focused on Bay Area women 
artists). 

• Work with MCPR and the Division Dean to develop and implement a marketing 
strategy to increase visibility of the Art Program and events. 

6. Facilities:  
• Increase the amount and quality of storage space and furniture for tools, 

artwork, and specialized materials. 
• Work with administration and Facilities Management to plan for Building 1 art 

classroom upgrades that ensure the safest, best-functioning, and most 
technologically-advanced creative learning environment possible. Continue to 
plan for a future Fine Arts Building. 

• Acquire a solely-dedicated digital art lab classroom that is appropriate in size 
and safely allows for the integration all digital equipment: a 3-D printer, laser 
cutter, 2-D and 3-D scanners, plotter, large format digital printers, and storage 
cabinets for equipment and supplies. Currently space is shared with other 
programs; identify space for an additional lab. 

• Sculpture Studio lab improvements - acquire the following: 
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o  Upgrade and reconfigure the sculpture lab to allow for a full range of 
sculpture curricula including metal casting and fabrication, which require 
proper ventilation, equipment, a technician, and dedicated space within the 
sculpture lab.  

o  Install a full-studio dust collection system and ventilation for the health and 
safety of students and faculty.  

o  Install a concrete floor for proper cleanup.  
o  Install a Smart Classroom setup for maximized student learning.  

• Ceramics studio lab improvements- acquire the following:  
o  Provide a dedicated classroom area for ceramics lab pottery wheels that 

face each other for interactive learning and best practices. With the added 
space of room 1105 and an enclosed kiln garage, the lab could be 
reconfigured to allow for pottery wheel clusters.  

o  A ceramics kiln garage for student accessibility and teaching, equipment 
protection, and best ventilation standards. The current kiln patio and 
container can be enclosed into a kiln garage.  

o  Add a dedicated room for ceramic glaze materials with increased fine 
particle ventilation. Room 1105, which used to be part of the Ceramics Lab, 
would be suitable.  

o  Install a Smart Classroom setup for maximized student learning.  
• Drawing studio lab improvements- acquire the following:  

o Install a studio ventilation system for student and faculty health and safety.  
o Install upgraded lighting for an improved drawing learning environment.  
o Increase storage for materials and student work, with increased lockable 

cabinet space and storage rooms.  
o Install a Smart Classroom setup for maximized student learning.  

• Painting studio lab improvements- acquire the following:  
o  Install a ventilation system for student and faculty health and safety.  
o  Install an upgraded lighting system for an improved painting learning 

environment.  
o  Increase storage for materials and student work, with increased lockable 

cabinet space and storage rooms.  
o  Add a critique wall in the painting studio lab.  
o  Install a Smart Classroom setup for maximized student learning.  

• Printmaking studio lab- acquire the following:  
o  Acquire rooms 1304 & 1306 for a dedicated design and printmaking lab.  
o  Provide a dedicated space to fully implement a printmaking curriculum per 

best practices exemplified by our transfer institutions.  
o  Install a Smart Classroom setup for maximized student learning.  

• Art Gallery improvements- acquire the following:  
o  Renovation and increased space for proper artwork storage.  
o  Install an art prep and clean up sink in the gallery. Currently the restroom is 

used for this purpose.  
o  Refinish the gallery floors and resurface walls to meet professional level 

standards.  
o  Acquire a separate office space that is a fully functional office for gallery 

operations.  
o  Attain exhibition technology for the gallery, including a computer, printer, 

short throw projector, and large flat screen monitors.  
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o  Improved accessibility: a door that opens (without having to use extreme 
force that risks bodily injury). Install a new door.  

o  Increase Gallery visibility with improved signage and a glass door entrance. 
o  Attain a budget for improved marketing: increased signage, sandwich 

boards, and website support for the gallery.  
o  Institutionalize a dedicated annual budget for the gallery for operations.  
o  Install a Smart Classroom setup for maximized student learning.  

• Design Studio- acquire the following:  
o  Acquire rooms 1304 & 1306 for a dedicated design and printmaking lab.  
o  Provide a dedicated space to fully implement a design curriculum per best 

practices exemplified by our transfer institutions.  
o  Attain a Design Fab Lab with 3-D printers, scanners, tablets, and other 

equipment.  
o  Install a Smart Classroom setup for maximized student learning. 

 
Associated Objectives 
696-Art Program and Art Gallery marketing: community outreach equipment and 
materials.  
 
695-Current technologies for most relevant and engaging teaching practices and 
student learning & program outcomes. 
 
693-Facilities requests for best teaching practices.  
 
691-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: equipment maintenance. 
 
692-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: renovations and improvement are needed 
now that the Art Program is staying longer in Building 1.  
 
690-Hire a Studio Art Laboratory Technician 
 
694-Skyline Promise: making Studio Art classes more affordable for students by 
providing more small tools/equipment.  
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V.B. Action Plan and Resources Requests 
Develop one of more measurable objectives (goals) to begin in the next year. Each 
objective will include action steps and any related resource requests. No narrative 
response will be entered in this section, but the objectives you create will be printed 
automatically in the CPR report under this item.  

1. To begin, click on PLANNING at the top of the page, then CREATE A NEW
OBJECTIVE. To view previously created objectives, click PLANNING at the top of
the page, then VIEW MY OBJECTIVE.

2. IMPORTANT! Make sure to associate each objective to this standard in the CPR
and link each objective to one or more Institutional Goals. Need help? Contact the
PRIE Office for further instructions.

Narrative 
1. Hire a Studio Art Laboratory Technician
2. Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: equipment maintenance.
3. Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: renovations and improvement are needed now

that the Art Program is staying longer in Building 1.
4. Facilities requests for best teaching practices.
5. Skyline Promise: making Studio Art classes more affordable for students by providing

more small tools/equipment.
6. Current technologies for most relevant and engaging teaching practices and student

learning & program outcomes.
7. Art Program and Art Gallery marketing: community outreach equipment and

materials.

Associated Objectives 
696-Art Program and Art Gallery marketing: community outreach equipment and
materials.

695-Current technologies for most relevant and engaging teaching practices and
student learning & program outcomes.

693-Facilities requests for best teaching practices.

691-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: equipment maintenance.

692-Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: renovations and improvement are needed
now that the Art Program is staying longer in Building 1.

690-Hire a Studio Art Laboratory Technician

694-Skyline Promise: making Studio Art classes more affordable for students by
providing more small tools/equipment.

Budget Request
ART_FILM-CPR-BudgetRequest-2019-20


	I.A. Program Purpose
	Narrative

	I.B. Program Student Learning Outcomes
	Narrative
	Associated Objectives


	I.C. Profile: Program Review Team
	Narrative

	II.A. Program Effectiveness
	Narrative

	II.A.1 Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals)
	Narrative
	Associated Objectives


	II.A.2 Progress on Program Student Learning Outcomes
	Narrative
	Evidentiary Documents
	Associated Objectives


	II.A.3.a Program Personnel
	Narrative
	Associated Objectives


	II.A.3.b Personnel FTE
	Narrative

	II.A.4 Program Access
	Narrative
	Associated Objectives


	II.A.5 Program Environment
	Narrative
	Associated Objectives


	II.A.6 Program Equity
	Narrative
	Associated Objectives


	III.A. Curriculum Review
	Narrative
	Evidentiary Documents


	IV.A.1 Considering Key Findings
	Narrative
	Associated Objectives


	IV.A.2 Aspirations
	Narrative
	Associated Objectives


	V.A. Program Strategy
	Narrative
	Associated Objectives


	V.B. Action Plan and Resources Requests
	Narrative
	Associated Objectives






Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2019-2020


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 693 Objective Title: Facilities requests for best teaching practices.


Unit Manager: Schmierer, Tiffany Planning Unit: 2418ARTX01 - Art/Film


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


Identified resources needed for improved student learning outcomes through engaging high impact practices.


Skyline College Strategic Priorities (2018-23)


SC1 Student Completion


SC2 Transformative Teaching and Learning


*SC3 Technology and Facilities


SMCCCD Strategic Plan (2015-20)


*DS1.1     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 1: Access and Success


DS1.3     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 3: Program Delivery


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display


Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


New/Pending High Currently due to limited space, the pottery wheels are facing the 
walls. Students can’t see each other or the instructor for 
interactive collaborative learning. Best practices would have small 
clusters of wheels with tables in the middle. If we create a kiln 
garage by enclosing the current patio, and acquire 1-105 to use to 
part of the ceramics lab then we could free-up space for this.


$0


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures


No Data to Display


Intended Results


No Data to Display


Status Reports


No Data to Display


Actual Results


No Data to Display


Use of Results


No Data to Display


Gap Analysis
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No Data to Display


SWOT


No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - I.B. - Program Student Learning Outcomes


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.1 - Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals)


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.2. - Progress on Program Student Learning Outcomes


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.4. - Program Access


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.5. - Program Environment


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A.1. - Considering Key Findings


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A.2. - Aspirations


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.A. - Program Strategy


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.B. - Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified
No Documents to Display


Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2019-2020


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 691 Objective Title: Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: equipment maintenance.


Unit Manager: Schmierer, Tiffany Planning Unit: 2418ARTX01 - Art/Film


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


Necessary upgrades and equipment parts to maintain safe studio operations.


Skyline College Strategic Priorities (2018-23)


SC2 Transformative Teaching and Learning


*SC3 Technology and Facilities


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display


Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


New/Pending High Art Gallery health and safety equipment needs. $1,521


New/Pending High Photography equipment maintenance and replacement for safe 
classroom use. Prioritized now that photo will not move to a new 
darkroom as planned.


$4,377


New/Pending High Ceramic Lab equipment replacement and maintenance parts for 
safe continued use.


$3,305


New/Pending High Sculpture Lab equipment replacement and maintenance parts for 
safe continued use.


$18,593


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures


No Data to Display


Intended Results


No Data to Display


Status Reports


No Data to Display


Actual Results


No Data to Display


Use of Results


No Data to Display


Gap Analysis


No Data to Display


SWOT
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No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - I.B. - Program Student Learning Outcomes


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.1 - Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals)


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.2. - Progress on Program Student Learning Outcomes


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.5. - Program Environment


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A.1. - Considering Key Findings


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.A. - Program Strategy


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.B. - Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified
No Documents to Display


Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2019-2020


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 694 Objective Title: Skyline Promise: making Studio Art classes more affordable for 


students by providing more small tools/equipment.


Unit Manager: Schmierer, Tiffany Planning Unit: 2418ARTX01 - Art/Film


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


Identified supplies and small equipment that if provided by the college would make Art Program courses more affordable for 
students.


Skyline College Strategic Priorities (2018-23)


SC1 Student Completion


*SC2 Transformative Teaching and Learning


SC4 Internationalized Campus Community


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display


Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


New/Pending High Acquisition of small Ceramic lab tools for student use. Program 
goal is to have enough tools that students can use classroom 
tools instead of buying kits, promoting reuse and class 
accessibility.


$1,581


New/Pending High Acquisition of small Sculpture lab tools for student use. Program 
goal is to have enough tools that students can use classroom 
tools instead of buying them, promoting reuse and class 
accessibility. 


$2,838


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures


No Data to Display


Intended Results


No Data to Display


Status Reports


No Data to Display


Actual Results


No Data to Display


Use of Results


No Data to Display


Gap Analysis
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No Data to Display


SWOT


No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.1 - Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals)


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.2. - Progress on Program Student Learning Outcomes


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.4. - Program Access


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.6. - Program Equity


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A.1. - Considering Key Findings


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A.2. - Aspirations


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.A. - Program Strategy


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.B. - Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified
No Documents to Display


Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2019-2020


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 692 Objective Title: Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: renovations and 


improvement are needed now that the Art Program is staying 
longer in Building 1.


Unit Manager: Schmierer, Tiffany Planning Unit: 2418ARTX01 - Art/Film


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


Identified priorities for renovationing and improving the Art studio labs in order to improve health and safety during the extended 
stay in Building I.


Skyline College Strategic Priorities (2018-23)


SC1 Student Completion


SC2 Transformative Teaching and Learning


*SC3 Technology and Facilities


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display


Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


New/Pending High Art Gallery priority facilities improvements given that the program 
will remain for an extended period in the current Building I.


$0


New/Pending High 2D Art Studio priority facilities improvements for health and safety 
given that the program will remain for an extended period in the 
current Building I.


$0


New/Pending High Ceramic Lab priority facilities improvements for health and safety 
given the program will remain for an extended period in the 
current Building I.


$0


New/Pending High Sculpture Lab priority facilities improvements for health and safety 
given that the program will remain for an extended period in the 
current Building I. 


$0


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures


No Data to Display


Intended Results


No Data to Display


Status Reports


No Data to Display


Actual Results


No Data to Display


Use of Results
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No Data to Display


Gap Analysis


No Data to Display


SWOT


No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.1 - Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals)


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.2. - Progress on Program Student Learning Outcomes


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.4. - Program Access


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.5. - Program Environment


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A.1. - Considering Key Findings


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A.2. - Aspirations


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.A. - Program Strategy


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.B. - Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified
No Documents to Display


Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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Assessment: Department Four Column


SKY Dept - Art
Department Assessment Coordinator: Tiffany Schmierer


PSLOs Assessment Methods Results Actions


PSLO Status: Active


Success Criterion: reaching the 75%
benchmark for courses assessed
each year.


Other - Directly relating Course Slo's
to PSLo's, by meeting our course
SLO's we meet our PSLo's.


Success Criterion: Reflection of
strengths and areas of improvement


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Art faculty at
monthly CPR meeting 2018-19.


Action: Faculty set actions and
goals for the next year based on
these discussions and
observations.
1. Strength: In group
projects, working together made
for strong pieces. Students learn
how to collaborate creatively,
which is required in most artistic
fields. This format also encourages
peer-to-peer mentoring. Continue
to work these projects into studio
curricula and shows.


2. Strength: Students are
exploring more
provocative/challenging subject
matter in this year's work. Project
themes that provide a strong
conceptual springboard help to
promote this. Continue to
incorporate project themes like
social justice, personal narrative,


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
The Art Dept. faculty review of the Annual Student Art Show
was productive, leading to group reflections on the
strengths and areas for improvement when viewing the
student work and analyzing the program as a whole. We set
actions and goals for the next year based on our discussions
and observations.
 (02/15/2019)


Other - Faculty review and
discussion of Annual student show


Visual Literacy - Students will develop
visual literacy through
communication, analysis, and
reflection of artworks, the concepts
and influences from which artworks
originate.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
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PSLOs Assessment Methods Results Actions
sustainability, and others into the
Art Program curriculum. Continue
to work with Sustainability
Fellows, HIPs, Communities of
Practice, Re-design to engage in
effective pedagogy.


3. Improvement Action:
Better align 3-D design and
sculpture curricula so that each is
building on the other. Also,
connect 2-D design with other 2-D
courses. Meet with adjunct faculty
teaching foundations courses to
make sure sequences of courses
aren't redundant, and build on
one another in a way where
students can maximize skills and
push themselves the most
creatively.


4. Improvement Action:
Interconnect students with Art
Program majors more closely and
support events that solidify this
community. Hold collaborative
shows with themes that can
involve participation across
different studio classes, i.e. Earth
Day, Dia De Los Muertos, and
social justice. Combine art club
events and/or meetings: Ceramics
Club, Art Club, and Photo Club.


 (02/15/2019)


Success Criterion: 80% of course
level slo's will meet expectations


Action: Strong results overall, with
these actions based on reflections
of the assessment report:
1. Improvement Action #1:
Continue to emphasize new
critique and reflective exercises,


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Analyzing Art Program course SLO data since the last CPR
shows 88.68% of course SLOs mapped to PSO #1 are
meeting SLO benchmarks. 10.07% were inconclusive due to
small class/sample size, or banked course. 1.25% had


Instructional PSLOs -- Roll Up
Course Assessment Results - roll-up
related course assessment results
Course SLOs to PSLOs
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PSLOs Assessment Methods Results Actions
with criteria met.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Art Program
faculty at monthly CPR meetings 2018-19


and add art/design vocabulary
practice exercises to build
stronger skills and confidence with
writing and presentation. In the
surveys, student confidence in
techniques is stronger than in
verbal and written
communication.


2. Improvement Action #2:
Including HIPs in Art Program
curriculum, such as capstone
project and e-portfolio. Begin to
plan for this as a department.


3. Improvement Action #3:
Develop additional assessment
tools for online classes. Success
and retention are lower in this
realm than in face-to-face
offerings. In the CPR analysis,
faculty concluded that data from
students and faculty for online
classes was not sufficient to
determine specific areas of
improvement in success and
retention. One strategy will be the
incorporation of regular "in-class"
surveys, before, during and after
the course to seek out and assess
student feedback.  This will give a
more detailed picture to help
determine a course of action.
 (02/14/2019)


criteria not met.  (02/14/2019)
Schedule: 2016-2017


PSLO Status: Active


Success Criterion: reaching the 75%
benchmark for courses assessed
each year


Other -  Directly relating Course Slo's
to PSLo's, by meeting our course
SLO's we meet our PSLo's. (Active)


Physical/Technical Skills - Students
will develop physical/technical skills
within an art/design based medium
to be used as tools for creative
expression
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PSLOs Assessment Methods Results Actions


Success Criterion: Reflection of
strengths and areas of improvement


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Art Program
faculty at our monthly CPR planning meetings 2018-19.


Action: Faculty set actions and
goals for the next year based on
these discussions and
observations.
1. Strength: Strong overall
artwork. Students demonstrated
proficiency with many media, and
work meets or exceeds college-
level standards.


2. Improvement Action:
Increase diversity of sculpture
processes. The sculpture lab
needs improvements in facilities
and equipment to bring back a full
range of sculpture media,
including metal, wood, plaster,
and new technologies like laser
and 3-D printing.


3. Improvement Action:
Provide for increased scale of
student work. Most of the work in
the student show was small to
medium scale. Studio and storage
space limitations are a challenge
for larger projects and
installations. Work to acquire
additional dedicated Art Program
space, as proper equipment and
increased layout is needed to
work with larger 2-D and 3-D
work. It is important to provide
sculpture students with the
experiences and challenges of
working in large scale.


4. Improvement action:
Make studio classes more
affordable by providing reusable
supplies/tools for students. In


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Strong overall artwork. Students demonstrate proficiency
with many media and work meets or exceeds college-level
standards. Art faculty have identified several areas for
future improvement listed in the Action. (02/14/2019)


Other - Faculty review and
discussion of Annual Student Show


Start Date: 10/27/2012
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PSLOs Assessment Methods Results Actions
Ceramics, have community tools;
in Painting, have community
brushes; In Art History, use OER
publications; in Drawing, reuse
portfolios. Provide set-up tools
and supplies for those who can't
afford them, and connect into the
Promise Scholars program.


5. improvement action:
Increase computer access for all
studio classes. Digital design is
becoming increasingly integrated
into all studio classes. All studios
would benefit from providing
student access to Photoshop,
Illustrator, and other creative
software. The current digital lab is
at capacity for digital art and
media classes. One improvement
would be a dedicated computer in
all studios with creative software
for students. Another solution
would be to Increase the number
of digital art labs. The Art Program
has requested tablets for digital
Drawing and Design.
 (02/14/2019)


Success Criterion: 80% of course
level slo's will meet expectations
with criteria met.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Art Program
faculty at monthly CPR meetings 2018-19.


Action: Strong results overall, with
these actions based on reflections
of the assessment report:
1. Improvement Action #1:
Embed more digital technology in
every studio art course through
dedicated computers, tablets, 3-D
printers/scanners etc. The Art
Program’s aspiration is to have an
"Art Fab Lab" as a dedicated
design classroom.


2. Improvement Action #2:


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
In analyzing the Art/Film course SLO data since the last CPR,
86.15% of course Slo's mapped to PSO #2 are meeting our
SLO benchmarks.  13.09% were inconclusive due to small
class/sample size, and classes not currently being offered
due to facility needs (ex. Art 406 Sculpture III working with
metal). 0.76% had criteria not met.  (02/14/2019)Schedule: 2016-17


Instructional PSLOs -- Roll Up
Course Assessment Results - roll-up
related course assessment results to
program outcomes
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PSLOs Assessment Methods Results Actions
Make the best materials
accessible to all students. Acquire
more small tools for student use,
so that they don't have to
purchase them. Like OERS, this
makes the courses more
accessible and sustainable.


3. Improvement Action #3:
Hire an Art Program technician for
increased safety and student
support. It is standard to have a
lab technician in college-level art
programs. This position helps to
ensure material and equipment
safety, and support the Program’s
technical goals.


4. Improvement Action #4:
Increase space for instruction and
storage. Having suitable lab space
allows for better safety, increases
the potential for students to
create work on a larger scale with
more diverse material techniques,
and improves teaching and
learning through better classroom
arrangements. Upgrades to
building 1 would allow for an
increased variety of 3-D materials
available to students, like metal,
stone, and casting; allow for more
advanced and diverse 3-D
printing; allow for expanded
digital lab tools; provide adequate
space for improved instruction
arrangements; allow for expanded
printmaking methods, provide
improved lighting, and more.
Since it will remain in that space
for a longer period, the Art
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PSLOs Assessment Methods Results Actions
Program requires funds to
renovate building 1 in order to
provide the best possible studios
and lecture rooms in support of
Student Learning Outcomes.
 (02/14/2019)
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		SKY Dept - Art






Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2019-2020


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 690 Objective Title: Hire a Studio Art Laboratory Technician


Unit Manager: Schmierer, Tiffany Planning Unit: 2418ARTX01 - Art/Film


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


 With hazardous chemicals on hand it is imperative to have a qualified technician. Currently all art faculty play a dual role of 
instructor and technician, which impacts teaching effectiveness. As with chemistry and other science labs, lab technicians are 
common practice and essential in college-level Art Programs. For example, as instituted at CSM and most other colleges and 
universities, qualified art lab technicians support student safety and learning in the classroom through: management of hazardous 
materials and waste, instructional support, studio management, and oversight of specialized equipment to ensure consistent safe 
operation.  


Skyline College Strategic Priorities (2018-23)


*SC3 Technology and Facilities


SMCCCD Strategic Plan (2015-20)


*DS1.1     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 1: Access and Success


DS1.3     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 3: Program Delivery


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display


Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


New/Pending High Hire a Laboratory/Studio Technician for the Art Program to 
oversee health and safety in the art labs.  


$67,812


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures


No Data to Display


Intended Results


No Data to Display


Status Reports


No Data to Display


Actual Results


No Data to Display


Use of Results


No Data to Display


Gap Analysis
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No Data to Display


SWOT


No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - I.B. - Program Student Learning Outcomes


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.1 - Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals)


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.2. - Progress on Program Student Learning Outcomes


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.3.a. - Program Personnel


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.5. - Program Environment


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A.1. - Considering Key Findings


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.A. - Program Strategy


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.B. - Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified
No Documents to Display


Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2019-2020


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 695 Objective Title: Current technologies for most relevant and engaging teaching 


practices and student learning & program outcomes.


Unit Manager: Schmierer, Tiffany Planning Unit: 2418ARTX01 - Art/Film


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


Identified classroom/lab technologies that would help to keep the Art Program current and on the cutting edge of technology in Art 
practices.


Skyline College Strategic Priorities (2018-23)


SC1 Student Completion


*SC2 Transformative Teaching and Learning


SC3 Technology and Facilities


SMCCCD Strategic Plan (2015-20)


*DS1.1     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 1: Access and Success


DS1.3     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 3: Program Delivery


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display


Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


New/Pending High Art Gallery technology needed for student and program outcomes. $3,000


New/Pending High Smart Classroom technology set-up for all Art labs to allow for 
dynamic presentations for student learning.


$0


New/Pending High Dedicated tablets (e.g. iPads and storage cart) for digital drawing 
and design instruction. These will be movable so that different 
labs can share them.


$56,170


New/Pending High Printmaking exposure unit to expand the Printmaking processes 
that students can utilize to include screen-printing.


$754


New/Pending High Photography equipment requested for keeping up to date on 
photo technology, and making classes accessible to students by 
providing the equipment. 


$26,076


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures


No Data to Display


Intended Results


No Data to Display


Status Reports


No Data to Display


Actual Results
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No Data to Display


Use of Results


No Data to Display


Gap Analysis


No Data to Display


SWOT


No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - I.B. - Program Student Learning Outcomes


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.1 - Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals)


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.2. - Progress on Program Student Learning Outcomes


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A.1. - Considering Key Findings


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A.2. - Aspirations


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.A. - Program Strategy


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.B. - Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified
No Documents to Display


Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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Enhanced Budget with Objective and Task Detail


Budget Account #: 2418ARTX01-- Planning Unit Code: 2418ARTX01 Unit Manager: Schmierer, Tiffany


Budget Account: Art/Film Planning Unit: Art/Film Planning Year:2019-2020


Requested


GL Code Description Qty Cost Amount Objective Title Task Description


2196 - TECHNCIAN REG Grade 26, Salary Schedule 60, Step 3, 
$67,812 + Benefits
Position Title: Studio Art: Laboratory/Studio
Technician
Location: Skyline College
Department Social Science / Creative Arts
Skyline
Percentage of Full Time: 100%
Grade 26, Salary Schedule 60, Step 3, 
$67,812 + Benefits


Justification: Qualified art lab technicians 
are common practice and essential in 
college art departments as instituted at 
CSM and most other colleges and 
universities. A studio art lab technician 
would monitor the studio labs including: 
ceramics, sculpture, photography, 
printmaking, painting, and digital for safety, 
increased student access, and provide 
learning support through:


1) Oversight of specialized equipment like 
ceramic kilns, wood and metal power 
equipment, printing presses, laser cutters, 
3D printers and scanners, large format 
printers etc. including: required upkeep and 
parts, assisting faculty in operating and 
monitoring the specialized equipment when 
in use, and coordinating repair orders when 
outside support is necessary. They would 
also have a key role in developing and 
enforcing safety protocols for equipment 
use.


2) Keep labs and store rooms clean and 
organized to provide the safest 
environment for students. Studio art lab 
environments require specialize clean-up 
for different materials, detailed inventory, 
and proper organization to run the most 
effectively. 


3) Manage raw materials, signage, storage, 
and hazardous waste to for lab safety and 
OSHA standards.  This includes preparing 
art materials and chemicals, keeping 
updated Safety Data Sheets (SDS) and 
labels, monitoring and arranging for 


$67,812 Hire a Studio Art Laboratory 
Technician


Hire a Laboratory/Studio Technician for 
the Art Program to oversee health and 
safety in the art labs.  
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hazmat pick-ups, assisting faculty in 
handling heavy materials, and participating 
in college and district health and safety 
trainings.


4) Provide instructional support in classes 
with multiple areas and equipment to 
ensure increased safety and more faculty 
contact with students. 


5) Increase access to TBA labs for 
students by supervising additional lab 
times. Provide more alternative for 
students with varied schedules and needs 
to complete projects requiring the use of 
the studio labs.


6) Assist in coordinating on- and off-
campus events to increase the art 
programs’ presence and access in the 
community and on campus.


7) Help run new lab technologies like 
scanners, 3D printers, and laser cutters 
that need direct one-on-one supervision to 
increase student access and practice with 
these technologies.


This request has been made by the Art 
Program for many years in our CPR and 
AP program plans.


4511 - NON-INVENTORIED 
EQUIPMENT


1. Item Description with item/model #: Item 
849659 - Model 1791079K - Powermatic - 
TurboCone Dust Collector, 1.75HP 1PH 
115/230V, 2-Micron Canister Kit, Model 
PM1300TX-CK
quantity: 2
vendor: https://www.woodcraft.com
Justification: Controlling Dust in the 
Sceneshop/Sculpture Lab for health and 
safety purposes.
Cost: $ 1999.98   each x    =   $ 999.99
Tax: $ 175
Shipping: $0
total: $ 2174.98


2. Item Description with item/model #: 
Model # 708615 - Internet #205165743 - 
800/1200/1700 CFM Air Filtration System 
with Remote and Electrostatic Pre-Filter, 3-
Speed, 115-Volt, AFS-2000
quantity: 4
vendor: Home Depot
Justification: Controlling Dust in the 
Sceneshop/Sculpture Lab for health and 
safety purposes.
Cost: $ 2879.96   each x  = $ 252.00
Tax: $ 252.00
Shipping: $0
total: $ 3131.96


$18,593 Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: 
equipment maintenance.


Sculpture Lab equipment replacement and 
maintenance parts for safe continued use.
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3.Item Description with item/model #: 
Model # C2401 - Internet #202332399 - 
Store SO SKU #1000625316
quantity: 1
vendor: Home Depot
Justification: Controlling Dust in the 
Sceneshop/Sculpture Lab for health and 
safety purposes.
Cost: $ 241.18            each x  = $ 241.18
Tax: $ 21.10
Shipping: $0
total: $ 262.28


4.Item Description with item/model #: Item 
415879 -  Model C5 - Safety Speed Cut - 
Safety Speed C5 Vertical Panel Saw
quantity: 1
vendor: Woodcraft
Justification: Almost daily we are doing 
wood cuts on the table saw that could be 
performed on a panel saw like this. It is 
dangerous to rip large pieces of wood on 
the table saw and sometimes requires 
multiple people. There is also a temporary 
table set up with the current table saw that 
takes a lot of space in the lab, which is also 
a safety issue.
Cost: $ 2,099.99             each x  = $ 
2,099.99
Tax: $ 183.75
Shipping: $0
total: $ 2283.74


5. Item Description with item/model #:  Item 
823894 -  Model 1791291K -Powermatic - 
Belt/Disc Sander, Model 31A
quantity: 1
vendor: Woodcraft
Justification: Our current belt sander is an 
integral tool in the sculpture lab/scene 
shop, but it is currently over 40 years old 
and breaking down, sometimes while in 
use. It also does not have modern dust 
collection, so it puts a lot of debri in the air 
which can cause health problems for 
students and faculty.
Cost: $ 1,599.99  each x  = $ 1,599.99
Tax: $ 140.00
Shipping: $ 0
total: $ 1739.99


6. Item Description with item/model #: Item 
421627 - Model 723950 - Jet - Oscillating 
Spindle Sander, Model JOSS-S
quantity: 1
vendor: Woodcraft
Justification: Our current spindle sander is 
an integral tool in the sculpture lab/scene 
shop, but it is currently over 40 years old 
broke about 2 semesters ago, fixing it is 
not an option. It also does not have modern 
dust collection or safety mechanisms, so it 
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puts a lot of debri in the air which can 
cause health problems for students and 
faculty.
Cost: $ 1,699.99 each x  = $ 1,699.99
Tax: $148.75
Shipping: $0
total: $1848.74


7. Item Description with item/model #: item 
838673 - Model P650 - GREX - 23 Gauge 
Model P650 2" Headless Pin Nailer
quantity: 1
vendor: Woodcraft
Justification: Our nailguns are either old 
and dangerous, or non-existent. New nail 
guns have safety features that reduce 
injury. These guns are essential in the art 
making process and allow students to use 
pneumatic tools as oppose to hand tools.
Cost: $ 269.99            each x  = $ 269.99
Tax: $ 23.62
Shipping: $0
total: $ 293.61


8. Item Description with item/model #: Item 
849249 - Model 1850GB - GREX - 18ga 
2in Nailer Green Buddy
quantity: 1
vendor: Woodcraft
Justification: Our nailguns are either old 
and dangerous, or non-existent. New nail 
guns have safety features that reduce 
injury. These guns are essential in the art 
making process and allow students to use 
pneumatic tools as oppose to hand tools.
Cost: $ 199.99            each x  = $ 199.99
Tax: $ 17.50
Shipping: $0
total: $ 217.49


9.  Item Description with item/model #: Item 
845004 - Model PFN64 - Freeman - 16 
Gauge 2-1/2" Straight Finish Nailer, Model 
PFN64
quantity: 1
vendor: Woodcraft
Justification: Our nailguns are either old 
and dangerous, or non-existent. New nail 
guns have safety features that reduce 
injury. These guns are essential in the art 
making process and allow students to use 
pneumatic tools as oppose to hand tools.
Cost: $  89.99           each x  = $ 89.99
Tax: $ 7.87
Shipping: $0
total: $ 97.86


10. Item Description with item/model #: 
Item 866084 - Model 727200K - Jet - Scroll 
Saw with Stand, Model JWSS-22
quantity: 1
vendor: Woodcraft
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Justification: Our current scrollsaw is not 
made for industrial use, it is high 
maintenance and breaks often which can 
be a hazard. This unit has dust and airborn 
particle control and reduces dust in the lab 
which is a health concern for students and 
faculty. 
Cost: $ 999.99             each x  = $ 999.99
Tax: $ 87.50
Shipping: $0
total: $ 1087.49


11.Item Description with item/model #: Item 
424384 - Model 737000CK - Jet - Router 
Table System with Cast Iron Table
quantity: 1
vendor: Woodcraft
Justification: Our current router system is 
not made for industrial use. This unit has 
dust and airborn particle control and 
reduces dust in the lab which is a health 
concern for students and faculty. It sits on 
the floor which is also quite dangerous.
Cost: $ 1,549.99           each x  = $ 
1,549.99
Tax: $ 135.62
Shipping: $0
total: $ 1685.61


12. Item Description with item/model #: 
Item 817395 - Model 800.505.11 - CMT - 
13 Piece Router Bit Set, Model 800.505.11
quantity: 1
vendor: Woodcraft
Justification: Our current router bits are all 
dull and are very dangerous, we need to 
buy a new set.
Cost: $ 260.49          each x  = $ 260.49
Tax: $ 22.79
Shipping: $0
total: $ 283.28


13. Item Description with item/model #: 
Item 855742 - Model 1791500 - 
Powermatic - 15" Bandsaw, Model PM1500
quantity: 2
vendor: Woodcraft
Justification: Our current Bandsaws are 
very old and have no dust control, these 
leads to airborn dust that can effect student 
and faculty health.
Cost: $ 6000        each x  = $2,999.99
Tax: $ 524.82
Shipping: $0
total: $ 3261.41


14. Item Description with item/model #: 
Item 158296 - Model 158296W - 
WoodRiver - 100-Piece Combo Brad Point 
And Twist Drill Bit Box
quantity: 1
vendor: Woodcraft
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Justification: Our current drill bits are all 
dull and are very dangerous, we need to 
buy a new set.
Cost: $ 59.99           each x  = $ 59.99
Tax: $ 5.25
Shipping: $0
total: $ 65.24


15. Item Description with item/model #: 15-
3/4 in. x 1-5/8 in. Surform Flat Mill File - 
Model # 21-295 - Internet #100155566 - 
Store SKU #185507
quantity: 10
vendor: home depot
Justification: Our current rasps are all dull 
and are very dangerous.
Cost: $ 146.40            each x  = $ 14.64
Tax: $ 12.81
Shipping: $0
total: $ 159.21


4511 - NON-INVENTORIED 
EQUIPMENT 1. Item Description with item/model #: 


Model # D213-9NESEN - Internet 
#100352059 - Store SKU #575810 9 in. 
High Leverage Side Cutting Pliers
quantity: 15
vendor: Home Depot
Justification: These tools are necessary for 
sculpture and 3d design courses. Right 
now we do not have quality tools, and they 
get dull fast which can lead to injury. These 
tools are also necessary to reduce student 
cost in the class. Having a student buy 
these tools raises the materials they need 
to purchase to very high costs.
Cost: $ 539.55             each x  = $ 35.97
Tax: $ 47.21
Shipping: $ 539.55
total: $ 586.76


2. Item Description with item/model #: 
Model # D228-8-SEN - Internet 
#100352063 - Store SKU #575905 - Klein 
Tools 8 in. Diagonal Cutting Pliers
quantity: 10
vendor: Home Depot
Justification: These tools are necessary for 
sculpture and 3d design courses. Right 
now we do not have quality tools, and they 
get dull fast which can lead to injury. These 
tools are also necessary to reduce student 
cost in the class. Having a student buy 
these tools raises the materials they need 


$2,838 Skyline Promise: making Studio Art 
classes more affordable for students 
by providing more small 
tools/equipment.


Acquisition of small Sculpture lab tools for 
student use. Program goal is to have 
enough tools that students can use 
classroom tools instead of buying them, 
promoting reuse and class accessibility. 
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to purchase to very high costs.
Cost: $ 269.70  each x  = $ 26.97
Tax: $ 23.60
Shipping: $0
total: $ 293.30


3.  Item Description with item/model #: 
Model # J203-8NSEN - Internet 
#100341455 - Store SKU #578863 - 8 in. 
Journeyman Heavy Duty Long Nose Side 
Cutting Pliers with Skinning Hole
quantity: 10
vendor: Home Depot
Justification: These tools are necessary for 
sculpture and 3d design courses. Right 
now we do not have quality tools, and they 
get dull fast which can lead to injury. These 
tools are also necessary to reduce student 
cost in the class. Having a student buy 
these tools raises the materials they need 
to purchase to very high costs.
Cost: $349.70           each x  = $34.97
Tax: $30.60
Shipping: $0
total: $380.30


4. Item Description with item/model #: 
Model # M123R - Internet #100273810 - 
Store SKU #317027 - Aviation Snip Set (3-
Piece)
quantity: 10
vendor: Home Depot
Justification: These tools are necessary for 
sculpture and 3d design courses. Right 
now we do not have quality tools, and they 
get dull fast which can lead to injury. These 
tools are also necessary to reduce student 
cost in the class. Having a student buy 
these tools raises the materials they need 
to purchase to very high costs. 
Cost: $314.60    each x  = $31.46
Tax: $27.53
Shipping: $0
total: $342.13


5. Item Description with item/model #: 
Model # H420559 - Internet #301371747 - 
Screwdriver Set (51-Piece)
quantity: 1
vendor: Home Depot
Justification: These tools are necessary for 
sculpture and 3d design courses. Right 
now we do not have quality tools, and they 
get dull fast which can lead to injury. These 
tools are also necessary to reduce student 
cost in the class. Having a student buy 
these tools raises the materials they need 
to purchase to very high costs.
Cost: $29.97   each x  = $29.97
Tax: $ 2.62
Shipping: $0 
total: $ 32.59
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6. Item Description with item/model #: 
Model # 903E/C98 - Internet #306059200 - 
1/4 in. and 1/2 in. Drive Metric Socket Set 
with Ratchets, Bits and Offset Hexagon 
Key Wrenches (98-Piece)
quantity: 1
vendor: Home Depot
Justification: These tools are necessary for 
sculpture and 3d design courses. Right 
now we do not have quality tools, and they 
get dull fast which can lead to injury. These 
tools are also necessary to reduce student 
cost in the class. Having a student buy 
these tools raises the materials they need 
to purchase to very high costs.
Cost: $ 283.16  each x  = $ 283.16
Tax: $24.78
Shipping: $0
total: $307.94


7. Item Description with item/model #: 
Model # DCKTS277C2 - Internet 
#302271846 - Store SKU #1002632552 - 
Store SO SKU #1002562332 - 20-Volt 
MAX Lithium-Ion Cordless Combo Kit (2-
Tool) with (2) Batteries 1.3Ah with 
ToughSystem Case
quantity: 1
vendor: Home Depot
Justification: These tools are necessary for 
sculpture and 3d design courses. Right 
now we only have one set and for a class 
size of over 20, this presents issues. 
Students have to often use hand tools 
which can be strenuous and sometimes 
even cause safety concerns.
Cost: $ 269.00         each x  = $ 269.00
Tax: $ 23.54
Shipping: $0
total: $ 292.54


8. Item Description with item/model #: 
Model # DWHT83196D - Internet 
#205418759 - Store SKU #1000045052 - 6 
in. and 12 in. 300 lb. Trigger Clamps Set 
(4-Pack) w/3.25 Throat Depth
quantity: 10
vendor: Home Depot
Justification: These tools are necessary for 
sculpture and 3d design courses. Right 
now we only have one set and for a class 
size of over 20, this presents issues when 
students need to clamp their work down. It 
also creates safety issues, because if 
something is not properly clamped it can 
be very dangerous. 
Cost: $ 349.70             each x  = $34.70
Tax: $ 30.60
Shipping: $0
total: $ 380.30
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9. Item Description with item/model #: Item 
157914 - Model 551025 - Bora - 90 Degree 
Quick Release Corner Clamp
quantity: 4
vendor: Woodcraft
Justification: These tools are necessary to 
join corners together safely. Right now we 
clamp to tables and make do with what we 
have in the lab. These tools also reduce 
costs for students and help them build 
frames for artwork to display in the gallery.
Cost: $ 119.96     each x= $ 29.99  
Tax: $ 10.50
Shipping: $0
total: $ 130.46


10. Item Description with item/model #: 2 
in. Flex Putty Knife With Soft Handle (24-
Pack) - Model # H834 - Internet 
#300333637
quantity: 1
vendor: home depot
Justification: Students are asked to buy 
these for our classes when we can be 
reusing them every semester and bear the 
cost for the students.
Cost: $  84           each x  = $84
Tax: $ 7.35
Shipping: $0
total: $ 91.35


4511 - NON-INVENTORIED 
EQUIPMENT


ITEM description: Vacuum UV Exposure 
Unit 2420 Inch 110V Screen Printing 
Machine Digital Stamping PCB Drying 
6050 cm Exposure Area (Item#219106)
Vendor:  Amazon 
(https://www.amazon.com/Exposure-
Screen-Printing-Machine-
Stamping/dp/B06Y3S26XN/ref=sr_1_8?
ie=UTF8&qid=1549992129&sr=8-
8&keywords=screen+exposure+unit)
Cost:    619.00
Tax      73.55
Shipping     61.90
Total     754.25


$754 Current technologies for most relevant 
and engaging teaching practices and 
student learning & program outcomes.


Printmaking exposure unit to expand the 
Printmaking processes that students can 
utilize to include screen-printing.


4511 - NON-INVENTORIED 
EQUIPMENT


1. Item Description with item/model #: item: 
Filter replacements for IQ Plus Air filter: 
Hyper Hepa Ultra Fine Particles,
VC Cell Gas and Odor Control, and 
Premax Pre-filter
quantity: 4
vendor: 
http://www.iqair.com/support/replacementfil
ters 
Justification: The filters need to be 
changed every few years, one is due this 
coming year. Improves studio air quality by 
filtering fine clay dust.
Cost: $436 (set of 4), tax $43, shipping


$3,305 Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: 
equipment maintenance.


Ceramic Lab equipment replacement and 
maintenance parts for safe continued use.
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$30, Subtotal: $509
Cost: $ 109 (set) each x 4 = $436.00
Tax: $37.06
Shipping: $free
total: $473.06


2.Item Description with item/model #: 
S-21320 Cellulose Replacement 
Sponge-12" and H-5879 Cellulose Sponge 
Mop-12"
quantity: 10
vendor: 
https://www.uline.com/Product/viewcart/Up
date
Justification: Need new and more durable 
mops to remove wet clay and clay dust 
from the floor. Regular cleaning is required 
for a healthy dust-free air quality in the 
ceramics studio 
Cost: $49 each x10= $490.00
Tax: $41.65
Shipping: $20
total: $551.65


3. Item Description with item/model #: Kiln 
Slab shelves #RS-163 12” x 24” x 1”
quantity: 10
vendor: Leslies Ceramics and Craft Supply
Justification: These are needed to place 
work safely on during firing, need to 
replace old ones that develop cracks and 
give out during the firing.
Cost:  $57.18 each x 15 = $857.77
Tax: $72.90
Shipping: $free
total: $930.67


4. Item Description with item/model #: # 
22863X Heavy-duty wall-mount clay 
extruder with EXCLUSIVE EZ-Lock 
Handle. Wall Mount Clay Extruder With EZ-
Lock Handle! Comes with 3-piece die set.
quantity: 1
vendor: Amaco Brent 
https://www.amaco.com
Justification: This is the newer model to 
replace the old ones that have worn out 
grips, are warped, and don’t have newest 
safety locking part. New models have 
better safety features with secure locking 
and removable parts for proper cleaning 
without needing to use a step stool.
Cost:  $650 each x 2 = 1300.00
Tax: $110.50
Shipping: $50
total: $1350.00
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4511 - NON-INVENTORIED 
EQUIPMENT


1. Item Description with item/model #: item: 
X-Acto Deluxe Hobby Tool Set 34200-1009
quantity: 15
vendor: https://www.dickblick.com
Justification: Cutting tools sets for 
Ceramics design. Goal to have enough 
tools that students can use classroom tools 
instead of buying kits, promoting reuse and 
class accessibility.
Cost: $ $48.19 each x 15 = $722.85
Tax: $61.44
Shipping: $free
total: $784.29


2. Item Description with item/model #: 
Duron Plastic Modeling Tools - Set of 12 
Tools
quantity: 20
vendor: www.sculpturehouse.com
Justification: Modeling tools sets for 
Ceramics design. Goal to have enough 
tools that students can use classroom tools 
instead of buying kits, promoting reuse and 
class accessibility.
Cost: $10.00 each x 20 = $200.00
Tax: $17.00
Shipping: $10.00
total: $227.00


3.Item Description with item/model #: 
Ceramic Glaze Detail Brush Set #05692-
1009
quantity: 30
vendor: https://www.dickblick.com
Justification: Goal to have enough tools 
that students can use classroom tools 
instead of buying kits, promoting reuse and 
class.
Cost: $ $17.49 each x 30 = $524.70
Tax: $44.59
Shipping: $free
total: $569.29


$1,581 Skyline Promise: making Studio Art 
classes more affordable for students 
by providing more small 
tools/equipment.


Acquisition of small Ceramic lab tools for 
student use. Program goal is to have 
enough tools that students can use 
classroom tools instead of buying kits, 
promoting reuse and class accessibility.


4511 - NON-INVENTORIED 
EQUIPMENT


Cost is an estimate as specific cost for 
projectors needs to be worked out with the 
help of the college's IT staff.


1. Item Description with item/model #: 
Short throw high lumen color accurate 
video projectors
quantity: 2
vendor: To be determined. 
Justification: The Art Gallery needs short 
throw high lumen color accurate video 
projectors for exhibition use of digital media 
and video projects. Currently, the gallery is 
not able to invite artists working in these 
mediums to exhibit in the gallery because 
of lack of projectors. It is important to 
expose students and the campus 
community to these types of exhibitions as 
they are common practice in the 


$3,000 Current technologies for most relevant 
and engaging teaching practices and 
student learning & program outcomes.


Art Gallery technology needed for student 
and program outcomes.
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contemporary art scene. Given the location 
of the college in a very technology-oriented 
community, use of video media should be 
part of the regular exhibition programming 
at the gallery.
Cost: To be determined.


2. Item Description with item/model #: 43” 
Flat screen video monitors. (Samsung 40" 
Class - LED - NU7100 Series - 2160p - 
Smart - 4K UHD TV with HDR or similar)
quantity: 2
Vendor: To be determined. 
Justification: The Art Gallery needs two flat 
screen video monitors, for exhibition use of 
digital media and video projects. Currently, 
the gallery one large monitor, but many 
exhibitions require multiple monitors for 
their installation. It is important to expose 
students and the campus community to 
these types of exhibitions as they are 
common practice in the contemporary art 
scene. Given the location of the college in 
a very technology-oriented community, use 
of video media should be part of the 
regular exhibition programming at the 
gallery.
Cost with tax: Approximately $800.


3.Item Description with item/model #: Flat 
screen video monitors wall mounts.
quantity: 3
Vendor: Best Buy. 
Justification: The Art Gallery needs wall 
mounts for flat screen monitors for 
exhibition use of digital media and video 
projects.
Cost: $40.00  each- $120.00
Tax: $10.50
Total: $150.50
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4511 - NON-INVENTORIED 
EQUIPMENT


1. Item Description with item/model #: 
Hisense 100-pint dehumidifier
quantity: 1
Vendor: Lowes  
https://www.lowes.com/pd/Hisense-100-
Pint-3-Speed-Dehumidifier-with-Built-in-
Pump/1000195229
Justification: The gallery has significant 
humidity and temperature fluctuations as it 
is not a conditioned space. This limits the 
ability to display certain types of artworks, 
as well as have lenders agree to loan 
artworks to the gallery. A dehumidifier is 
needed to be able to maintain an indoor 
humidity levels between 40-55 % relative 
humidity that are required for art 
exhibitions/art storage. 
Cost: $399
Tax: $34.91
Shipping: $0
Total: $433.91


2.Item Description with item/model #: 
Miscellaneous light bulbs and lighting 
instrument filters.
Vendor: Holzmueller   
http://www.holzmueller.com/
Justification: Improvements and supply 
purchases have been put off for years due 
to the plans for new building which now 
has been cancelled. We need to buy 
lighting supplies and bulbs for the gallery 
lighting instruments now that we are 
planning to continue to use the current 
gallery venue.
quantity: 50 Par4 575-watt bulbs. @ $16 
ea. - $800
Diffusion Sheet filters $200
Cost: $ 1000   
Tax: $87.50
Total: $1087.50


$1,521 Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: 
equipment maintenance.


Art Gallery health and safety equipment 
needs.


4511 - NON-INVENTORIED 
EQUIPMENT


1. Item Description with item/model #: 
Color Laser Printer- HP LaserJet M553n 
Color Laser Printer (or similar).
quantity: 1
vendor: Office Depot  (specifics to be 
determined by IT).
Justification: The Art Gallery needs an 
onsite printer to use for gallery business, 
promotion, proofing and printing of gallery 
graphics, etc. The need for this is 
extremely high, there is currently no printer 
in the gallery. This purchase has been put 
off for years due to the plans for new 
building which now has been cancelled.
Cost: $480 
Tax: $43.20
Shipping: $0
total: $523.20 (approx.)


$8,924 Art Program and Art Gallery 
marketing: community outreach 
equipment and materials.


Art Gallery resources needed for 
increased outreach and exhibition 
promotions, as well as gallery operations 
and student learning.
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2. Item Description with item/model #: 
Graphtec FC8600-60, W 24”
Plotter
Quantity: 1
Vendor: Denco
Justification: The Art Gallery needs a 
plotter, both to train students to cut vinyl 
text for exhibitions, and to have the ability 
to mount professional quality exhibitions.
Cost: $  3295
Tax: $288.31
Shipping: $0
Total: $3583.31


3.Item Description with item/model #: Vinyl, 
assorted colors
Quantity: 4 rolls 3M vinyl- 2 Black, 2 
Medium Gray
Vendor: Denco
Justification: Needed to train students to 
cut vinyl text for exhibitions, as well as to 
have ability to mount professional quality 
exhibitions.
Cost: $8.98/ yd  3M black vinyl  x40 yd   
$359.20
                           3M Medium gray x20 yd  
$179.60
Tax: $48.49
Shipping: $0
Total: $587.29


4. Item Description with item/model #: 
Canon EOS 5D Mark IV DSLR Camera 
with 24-105mm f/4L II Lens 
quantity: 1
vendor: B&H 
Justification: The Art Gallery needs a 
professional quality camera for 
documentation of events and exhibitions in 
the venue. The Canon EOS 5D Mark IV 
camera is recommended to us by MCPR 
staff for use in obtaining high quality 
photography and videography. The current 
gallery camera equipment is suitable for 
training students to use, but is not 
adequate for acquiring  the level of 
documentation that the gallery and MCPR 
requires to be able to use images for 
marketing, promotional and graphic design 
purposes. 
Cost: $3899
Tax: $341.16
Shipping: $0
Total: $4230.16
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4511 - NON-INVENTORIED 
EQUIPMENT


Cost to be determined with IT and 
professional estimates.


1. Item Description with item/model #: 
Install smart classroom technology 
(projector and sound system) in 1-303,1-
320, 1-103, 1-123, and the Art Gallery. 
Vendor: To be determined.
Justification: The physical infrastructure of 
Building 1 is in dire need of improvements 
due to age and condition of building. 
Improvements have been put off for years 
due to the plans for new building which 
now has been cancelled. Standard high 
lumen color accurate projectors, 
suspended from the ceiling, with 
accompanying sound system is vitally 
needed in Art Lab classrooms so that 
instructors can show videos, stream from 
internet, and give powerpoint presentations 
from their laptops. These rooms are 
currently not equipped with any technology, 
smart-enabled or otherwise, and faculty is 
severely limited in the types of pedagogical 
techniques that can be employed in 
classes. Up-to-date smart classroom 
technology is essential for art program 
faculty to be successful in meeting course 
SLO’s. 
Cost: $ To be determined.


$0 Current technologies for most relevant 
and engaging teaching practices and 
student learning & program outcomes.


Smart Classroom technology set-up for all 
Art labs to allow for dynamic presentations 
for student learning.


4512 - NON-INVENTORIED 
FURNITURE


The cost of these custom gallery desk 
would need to be determined with 
professional estimates working with 
facilities administrators.


1. Item Description with item/model #: 
Reception desk for gallery.
Vendor: To be determined.
Justification: A reception desk of 
reasonable quality will significantly improve 
the appearance and functionality of the 
gallery. The gallery is a significant 
community facing venue for the college, 
and its appearance has an impact on 
visitor’s view of the college. Improvements 
have been put off for years due to the 
plans for new building which now has been 
cancelled.
Cost: $ To be determined.


$0 Art Program and Art Gallery 
marketing: community outreach 
equipment and materials.


Art Gallery furniture needed to improve 
visitor experience and community 
connection.
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4512 - NON-INVENTORIED 
FURNITURE


Item Description with item/model #: 
Donations collection box and stand for 
gallery.
Vendor: Tap Plastics.
Justification: A permanently located 
donations collection box and stand of 
reasonable quality will significantly improve 
the appearance and functionality of the 
gallery, and increase donations made to 
the gallery for use for its day to day 
operations. The gallery is a significant 
community facing venue for the college, 
and its appearance has an impact on 
visitor’s view of the college. The gallery 
relies on donations to purchase hardware, 
paint, and other materials to be able to 
mount exhibitions.
Cost: $ 250   (approx. item is custom 
fabricated by vendor)
Tax: $22.50
Shipping: $0
Total: $272.50


$273 Art Program and Art Gallery 
marketing: community outreach 
equipment and materials.


Art Gallery furniture needed to improve 
visitor experience and community 
connection.
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5650 - REPAIR BLDGS Cost needs to be determined by facilities 
and contractors.


1. Item Description with item/model #: New 
concrete flooring for sculpture lab
quantity: 1
vendor: NA - Contractor
Justification: Controlling Dust in the 
Sceneshop/Sculpture Lab for health and 
safety purposes. We need a floor surface 
that can be washed down every semester 
and also a grating system to catch debri 
and dust when floors are washed.
Cost: $ 0.01  each x    =   $ 0.01 
Tax: $ 0 
Shipping: $0
total: $ 0.01 


2. Item Description with item/model #: 
Ventilation hood/exhaust for welding tools, 
laser cutters, 3d printers, and other 
equipment in the lab
quantity: 1
vendor: NA - Contractor
Justification: Controlling Dust and vapor in 
the Sceneshop/Sculpture Lab for health 
and safety purposes.
Cost: $ 0.01 each x  = $ 0.01
Tax: $ 0
Shipping: $0
total: $ 0.01


3.Item Description with item/model #: 
Central dust control system for wood 
working tools
quantity: 1
vendor: NA - Contractor
Justification: Controlling Dust in the 
Sceneshop/Sculpture Lab for health and 
safety purposes.
Cost: $ 0.01            each x  = $ 0.01            
Tax: $ 0
Shipping: $0
total: $ 0.01    


$0 Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: 
renovations and improvement are 
needed now that the Art Program is 
staying longer in Building 1.


Sculpture Lab priority facilities 
improvements for health and safety given 
that the program will remain for an 
extended period in the current Building I. 


5650 - REPAIR BLDGS Cost of Ceramic Lab upgrades would need 
to be determined with professional 
contractor estimates.


1. Item Description with item/model #: 
Replacement of kiln room metal container 
with a kiln garage.
quantity: 1
vendor: Professional contractor, TBD.
Justification: Current kiln container shed is 
too narrow for classes to enter, and has 
steps without a railing to climb to access 
with fragile work in hand, and is not big 
enough to enclose all of the kilns. 
Replacing this with a kiln garage that 


$0 Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: 
renovations and improvement are 
needed now that the Art Program is 
staying longer in Building 1.


Ceramic Lab priority facilities 
improvements for health and safety given 
the program will remain for an extended 
period in the current Building I.
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encloses the entire current patio area, and 
has a large garage door that opens, would 
fit all the kilns and spray booth (including 
the large gas one). This would allow for the 
safest and most accessible access to the 
room for all students. It would also better 
protect the gas kilns which are exposed too 
much to the elements, rusting them and 
causing damage to the computer controls. 
A kiln garage would allow for the best 
ventilation of the kilns with hoods and 
venting systems installed. Finally, and 
enclosed space would allow for storage of 
pieces going in and out of the kilns 
(furnaces) which would free up instructional 
space in the main ceramic lab.
Cost: $             each x    =   $
Tax: $
Shipping: $
total: $ Professional estimate needed, cost 
TBD.


2. Item Description with item/model #: 
Dedicated room for storing raw ceramic 
materials, for mixing ceramic glaze (glass) 
materials with wall mounted fine particle 
ventilation, sink with eyewash, and glaze 
disposal container. With the addition of 
room# 1-105 back to the ceramic lab, a 
dedicated glaze space could be achieved.
quantity: 1 room
vendor: Professional contractor, TBD.
Justification: Containing glaze making 
materials, waste and making in a separate 
room with special ventilation ensures the 
safest and best practices to be sure 
materials are contained and only 
accessible to those trained to use them. 
Cost: $             each x  = $
Tax: $
Shipping: $
total: $ Professional estimate needed, cost 
TBD.


5650 - REPAIR BLDGS Cost of 2D Art Studio upgrades needs to 
be determined by a professional contractor.


1. Item Description with item/model #: 
Rebuild/refurbish Art lockers in hallway.
vendor: To be determined.
Justification: The physical infrastructure of 
Building 1 is in dire need of improvements 
due to age and condition of building. 
Improvements have been put off for years 
due to the plans for new building which 
now has been cancelled. Student hallway 
art storage lockers are shabby, insecure, 
and dilapidate. Locker doors are missing or 


$0 Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: 
renovations and improvement are 
needed now that the Art Program is 
staying longer in Building 1.


2D Art Studio priority facilities 
improvements for health and safety given 
that the program will remain for an 
extended period in the current Building I.
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very difficult to open/close and lock. They 
are easy to break in to and are not secure. 
The shabby and depressing look of these 
lockers gives a very run-down feeling to the 
building and art classrooms, and could be 
a deterrent to students in making their 
decisions on whether or not to take classes 
at Skyline College.
Cost: $ To be determined.


2.Item Description with item/model #: 
Install critique wall in 1-303.
vendor: To be determined.
Justification: The physical infrastructure of 
Building 1 is in dire need of improvements 
due to age and condition of building. 
Improvements have been put off for years 
due to the plans for new building which 
now has been cancelled. A critique wall 
was installed in room 1-320 four years ago, 
which has greatly improved pedagogy in 
the classroom. The walls in Building 1 are 
concrete, and paintings and other artworks 
cannot be hung on the walls for critique. 
Group critique of artworks are essential for 
art program faculty to be successful in 
meeting course SLO’s. The 1-303 
classroom needs a critique wall similar to 
the one in 1-320 that artworks can easily 
be hung on. The shabby and rundown look, 
and inadequate infrastructure of these 
Building 1 facilities has a very depressing 
feeling, and could deter students from 
deciding to take classes at Skyline College.
Cost: $ To be determined.


3.Item Description with item/model #: 
Install controllable track style lighting in 1-
303 and 1-320.
Vendor: To be determined.
Justification: The physical infrastructure of 
Building 1 is in dire need of improvements 
due to age and condition of building. 
Improvements have been put off for years 
due to the plans for new building which 
now has been cancelled. A modern lighting 
system in both 2D classrooms has been 
needed for a long time. The current 
suspended ‘track’ lighting system in 1-320 
is dangerous and could result in student 
and/or faculty injury. It is not compliant with 
electrical building codes. Adequate 
controllable art studio lighting is necessary 
for teaching 2D art classes, and is 
essential for art program faculty to be 
successful in meeting course SLO’s. The 1-
303 classroom does not have a 
controllable lighting system at all. The 
shabby and rundown look, and inadequate 
infrastructure of these Building 1 facilities 
has a very depressing feeling, and could 
deter students from deciding to take 
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classes at Skyline College. 
Cost: $ To be determined.


5650 - REPAIR BLDGS Professional estimates needed to 
determine the cost of the gallery upgrades.


1. Item Description with item/model #: 
Gallery upgrade- replace large steel doors 
with Glass. 
Vendor: To be determined.
Justification: The Art Gallery is in dire need 
of physical infrastructure improvements 
due to age and condition of building. 
Improvements have been put off for years 
due to the plans for new building which 
now has been cancelled. The gallery is a 
significant community facing venue for the 
college, and its appearance has an impact 
on visitor’s view of the college. Gallery 
doors are very difficult/cannot be opened 
presenting access and egress health and 
safety issues. Main entrance door has to 
be kicked hard to be able to open, which 
presents a health and safety hazard. Main 
gallery entrance door swings out into exit 
corridor with no visibility of passerby and 
presents a health hazard to passerby who 
could be struck by the door when it is 
opened from inside. Door jambs are 
severely rusted and are a health hazard.
Cost: $ To be determined        


2. Item Description with item/model #: 
Gallery upgrade. Resurface walls with new 
sheetrock.
Vendor: To be determined.
Justification: The Art Gallery is in dire need 
of physical infrastructure improvements 
due to age and condition of building. 
Improvements have been put off for years 
due to the plans for new building which 
now has been cancelled. The gallery is a 
significant community facing venue for the 
college, and its appearance has an impact 
on visitor’s impression of the college. 
Current walls are severely worn out and 
need replacement/resurfacing.
Cost: $ To be determined.


3. Item Description with item/model #: 
Gallery upgrade- Refinish/replace flooring.
Vendor: To be determined.
Justification: The gallery is in dire need of 
physical infrastructure improvements due 
to age and condition of building. 
Improvements have been put off for years 
due to the plans for new building which 
now has been cancelled. The gallery is a 
significant community facing venue for the 


$0 Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: 
renovations and improvement are 
needed now that the Art Program is 
staying longer in Building 1.


Art Gallery priority facilities improvements 
given that the program will remain for an 
extended period in the current Building I.
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college, and its appearance has an impact 
on visitor’s impression of the college. 
Current floors are severely worn out and 
need replacement/refinishing.
Cost: $ To be determined.        


4. Item Description with item/model #: Art 
storage racks.
Vendor: To be determined. Either 
manufactured or built in.
Justification: The Art Gallery is in dire need 
of physical infrastructure improvements 
due to age and condition of building. 
Improvements have been put off due to the 
plans for new building which now has been 
cancelled. Storage racks in the back area 
of the gallery are needed to store paintings, 
sculpture and other artworks.
Cost: $ To be determined.        


5. Item Description with item/model #: Art 
Gallery storage room lighting and electrical.
Vendor: To be determined.     
Justification: The Art Gallery is in dire need 
of physical infrastructure improvements 
due to age and condition of building. 
Improvements have been put off due to the 
plans for new building which now has been 
cancelled. There is insufficient lighting in 
the storage room areas which is hazardous 
and presents a significant health a safety 
issue to students and faculty working in the 
gallery. There are exposed electrical 
outlets that are out of compliance and/or 
non-functional. Lack of sufficient outlets 
and light fixtures creates need to run 
extension cords in order to work in the 
back room that present significant health 
and safety issues.
Cost: $ To be determined.     
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6450 - MISC EQUIP I-Pad Pro  for Digital drawing and other Art 
Program Areas:  all items to be a part of a 
complete Moveable “Lab”:


• Item Description with item/model #:  I-pad 
Pro (12.9) 
quantity: 25
vendor: Apple. (www.apple.com). 
Justification: Incorporation of New 
technologies that address 21st century 
skills for students.


Cost: $ 1749     each x 25   =   $ 43,725 
Tax:           3826
Shipping:                                                0 $
total:                                           $ 47,551 


Peripheral: Apple Care, Cover + Pencil and 
software. Lockable cart   See Itemized 
listed below


• Apple Care for Ipad Pro 12 inch
: 129 each x 25   =    3225
Tax          282.19.     
Total        3507.19


• Apple 2nd Generation Pencil 
: 129 each x 25   =    3225
Tax     282.19.     
Total    3507.19


• OtterBox Symmetry Series 360 Case for 
12.9-inch iPad Pro 
Cover: 89.95 each x 25   =   2249
Tax               197     
Total                        2446


• Software: ProCreate for Drawing 
(Download from the Apple Store for OS)
License: 9.99 each x 25   =   249.75
Tax             21.85     
Total                        271.60


• Lockable Storage Cart: Bretford Mobility 
MiX Cart 30 for MacBook and iPad 
B&H # BRHKPX2BG1 MFR # HKPX2BG1.  
(https://www.bhphotovideo.com)


  Cart    1995
  Shipping   225
Tax    175
Total    2395


Total for Entire   56,170.6


$56,170 Current technologies for most relevant 
and engaging teaching practices and 
student learning & program outcomes.


Dedicated tablets (e.g. iPads and storage 
cart) for digital drawing and design 
instruction. These will be movable so that 
different labs can share them.


6450 - MISC EQUIP 1. Item Description:     Canon EOS Rebel $26,076 Current technologies for most relevant Photography equipment requested for 
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T6i DSLR camera with 18-135mm STM 
Lens 
Quantity:  20 units 
Vendor:  ADORAMA Camera, New York
Justification:  Up-to-date digital cameras as 
examples of the current technology for 
digital photography classes.  Providing 
cameras would help fulfill the SKYLINE 
PROMISE for students wishing to take 
digital photography classes.  Currently, 
students must provide their own cameras.
Cost:  $799.00 each.  20 units =  
$15,980.00
Tax:  $1398.25 at 8.75% tax rate 
Shipping: FREE
Total:   $17,378.25


2. Item Description:     Canon EF 70-
200mm f/4L USM Lens
Quantity:  4 units 
Vendor:  ADORAMA Camera, New York
Justification:  Up-to-date digital camera 
accessory to maintain currency with 
technology for digital photography.  
Providing photographic equipment would 
help fulfill the SKYLINE PROMISE for 
students wishing to take digital 
photography classes.  These lenses are 
also compatible with Canon auto-focus 
film-based cameras.
Cost:  $649.00 each.  4 units =  $2596.00
Tax:  $277.15 at 8.75% tax rate 
Shipping: FREE
Total:   $2823.15


3. Item Description:     Epson SureColor 
P800 Designer Edition Printer
Quantity:   2 units 
Vendor:  ADORAMA Camera, New York
Justification:  Up-to-date digital printers to 
maintain currency with technology for 
digital photography and fine art image 
creations.  Film-based images can be 
combined with other images through 
digitizing the film image and incorporating 
them with other digital files.  The use of 
these specific printer technology is that the 
print colors do not fade over time, as do all 
dye based printers; i.e. the common "office-
type" color printers.  Dye based prints fade 
in a matter of months on display.  Pigment 
prints do not use dyes, hence do not have 
the deterioration problem of dye-based 
prints.  Providing photographic equipment 
would help fulfill the SKYLINE PROMISE 
for students wishing to take digital and film-
based photography classes. 
Cost:  $1395.00 each.  2 units =  $2790.00
Tax:  $244.13 at 8.75% tax rate 
Shipping: FREE
Total:   $3034.13


and engaging teaching practices and 
student learning & program outcomes.


keeping up to date on photo technology, 
and making classes accessible to 
students by providing the equipment. 
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4. Item Description:     iMac Retina 21.5 
inch 4K Display 3.0GHz Processor 1TB 
Storage
Quantity:  2 units 
Vendor:  Apple Computer
Justification:  Up-to-date computers to 
maintain currency with technology for 
digital photography and digital art images.  
These computers are for the photography 
classroom and not for the Art Digital Lab.  
The computers are required to run software 
necessary for image production on the 
digital photo printers.  Providing 
photographic equipment would help fulfill 
the SKYLINE PROMISE for students 
wishing to take digital photography classes. 
 
Cost:  $1299.00 each.  2 units =  $2598.00
Tax:  $227.33 at 8.75% tax rate 
Shipping: $16.00
Total:   $2841.33


6450 - MISC EQUIP 1. Item Description:  Beseler 45MXT 35mm 
Full Frame Negative Carrier Cat. 8302
Quantity:  5 units 
Vendor:  FREESTYLE Photographic 
Supplies, Los Angeles
Justification:  Primarily replacements for 
defectuve darkroom equipment.  Current 
equipment is often broken and requires 
students to compromise efforts in making 
their photographic images.  
Cost:  $195.00 each.  5 units = $975.00
Tax:  $85.31 at 8.75% tax rate 
Shipping: $55.00
Total:   $1115.31


2.Item Description:  Beseler 35mm Full 
Format Negative Carrier for Printmaker 67 
Cat. 6738
Quantity:  5 units 
Vendor:  FREESTYLE Photographic 
Supplies, Los Angeles
Justification:  Primarily replacements for 
defective darkroom equipment.  Current 
equipment is often broken and requires 
students to compromise efforts in making 
their photographic images.  
Cost:  $99.00 each.  5 units = $495.00
Tax:  $43.31 at 8.75% tax rate 
Shipping: $31.00
Total:   $581.62


3. Item Description:  Peak 2030 Enlarging 
Focuser
Quantity:  10 units 
Vendor:  FREESTYLE Photographic 
Supplies, Los Angeles


$4,377 Health and Safety in Studio Art Labs: 
equipment maintenance.


Photography equipment maintenance and 
replacement for safe classroom use. 
Prioritized now that photo will not move to 
a new darkroom as planned.
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Justification:  Primarily replacements for 
broken darkroom equipment.  Lack of 
accessory equipment makes the class 
activities more difficult or prevents 
students' efforts in making their 
photographic images.  
Cost:  $100.00 each.  6 units = $1000.00
Tax:  $87.50 at 8.75% tax rate 
Shipping: $55.00
Total:   $1142.50


4. Item Description: Beseler 45MXT 6x6 cm 
Negative Carrier  Cat. 8312
Quantity:  4 units 
Vendor:  FREESTYLE Photographic 
Supplies, Los Angeles
Justification:  Primarily replacements for 
broken darkroom equipment.  Lack of 
accessory equipment makes the class 
activities more difficult or prevents 
students' efforts in making their 
photographic images.  
Cost:  $160.00 each.  4 units = $640.00
Tax:  $56.00 at 8.75% tax rate 
Shipping: $41.00
Total:   $737.00


5.Item Description: Beseler 6x6 cm 
Negative Carrier for Printmaker 67  Cat. 
6741
Quantity:  4 units 
Vendor:  ADORAMA Camera, New York
Justification:  Primarily replacements for 
broken darkroom equipment.  Lack of 
accessory equipment makes the class 
activities more difficult or prevents 
students' efforts in making their 
photographic images.  
Cost:  $184.00 each.  4 units = $736.00
Tax:  $64.40 at 8.75% tax rate 
Shipping: FREE
Total:   $800.40
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6450 - MISC EQUIP Professional estimates needed from 
facilities and contractors for the Ceramic 
lab upgrade.


Item Description with item/model #: Moving 
pottery wheels into clusters for best 
learning practices. Electrical hook-ups and 
center wheel tables would need to installed 
and constructed.
quantity: 4-5 clusters
vendor: Professional contractor, TBD.
Justification: Currently due to limited 
space, the pottery wheels are facing the 
walls. Students can’t see each other or the 
instructor for interactive coll


$0 Facilities requests for best teaching 
practices.


Currently due to limited space, the pottery 
wheels are facing the walls. Students can’t 
see each other or the instructor for 
interactive collaborative learning. Best 
practices would have small clusters of 
wheels with tables in the middle. If we 
create a kiln garage by enclosing the 
current patio, and acquire 1-105 to use to 
part of the ceramics lab then we could 
free-up space for this.


Total for 2418ARTX01-- Art/Film: $195,223
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			Program: Art and Film


			Semester: CPR F18/S19


			Prefix  NumberRow1: Art 101


			Course TitleRow1: History of Western Art I


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow1: September 2018


			C S URow1: x


			UCRow1: x


			GERow1: C1/3A


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow1: R: Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105, or equivalent.


			7Row2: x


			Prefix  NumberRow2: Art 102


			Course TitleRow2: History of Western Art II


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow2: October 2018


			C S URow2: x


			UCRow2: x


			GERow2: C1/3A


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow2: R: Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105, or equivalent.


			7Row3: x


			Prefix  NumberRow3: Art 105


			Course TitleRow3: Art of Asia & the Near East


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow3: October 2018


			C S URow3: x


			UCRow3: x


			GERow3: C1/3A


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow3: R: Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105, or equivalent.


			7Row4: x


			Prefix  NumberRow4: Art 107


			Course TitleRow4: Art of Our Times


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow4: October 2018


			C S URow4: x


			UCRow4: 


			GERow4: C1


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow4: R: Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105, or equivalent.


			7Row5: x


			Prefix  NumberRow5: Art 115


			Course TitleRow5: Art, Music, and Ideas


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow5: October 2018


			C S URow5: x


			UCRow5: x


			GERow5: C1/3A


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow5: R: Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105, or equivalent.


			7Row6: x


			Prefix  NumberRow6: Art 117


			Course TitleRow6: Arts of Africa and the African Diaspora


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow6: November 2018


			C S URow6: x


			UCRow6: x


			GERow6: C2/3B


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow6: R: Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105, or equivalent.


			7Row7: x


			Prefix  NumberRow7: Art 120


			Course TitleRow7: Art of the Americas


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow7: October 2018


			C S URow7: x


			UCRow7: x


			GERow7: C1/3A


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow7: R: Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105, or equivalent.


			7Row8: x


			Prefix  NumberRow8: Art 130


			Course TitleRow8: Art Appreciation


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow8: December 2018


			C S URow8: x


			UCRow8: x


			GERow8: C1/3A


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow8: R: Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105, or equivalent.


			7Row9: x


			Prefix  NumberRow9: Art 175


			Course TitleRow9: Visual Theory and Practice: Ceramic Art


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow9: September 2018


			C S URow9: x


			UCRow9: x


			GERow9: C1/3A


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow9: R: Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105, or equivalent.


			7Row10: x


			Prefix  NumberRow10: Art 204


			Course TitleRow10: Drawing I


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow10: September 2018


			C S URow10: x


			UCRow10: x


			GERow10: C1


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow10: R: Eligibility for ENGL 846 or ESOL 400, or equivalent


			7Row11: x


			Prefix  NumberRow11: Art 205


			Course TitleRow11: Drawing II


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow11: December 2018


			C S URow11: x


			UCRow11: x


			GERow11: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow11: P: ART 204 or equivalent, R:Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105


			7Row12: x


			Prefix  NumberRow12: Art 207


			Course TitleRow12: Life Drawing


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow12: November 2018


			C S URow12: x


			UCRow12: x


			GERow12: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow12: R: ART 204 with a minimum grade of C


			7Row13: x


			Prefix  NumberRow13: Art 208


			Course TitleRow13: Portrait Drawing I


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow13: October 2018


			C S URow13: x


			UCRow13: x


			GERow13: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow13: Course deleted


			7Row14: x


			Prefix  NumberRow14: Art 209


			Course TitleRow14: Portrait Drawing II


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow14: October 2018


			C S URow14: x


			UCRow14: x


			GERow14: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow14: Course deleted


			7Row15: x


			Prefix  NumberRow15: Art 214


			Course TitleRow15: Color


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow15: November 2018


			C S URow15: x


			UCRow15: x


			GERow15: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow15: R: Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105, or equivalent.


			7Row16: x


			Prefix  NumberRow16: Art 217


			Course TitleRow16: Intermediate Life Drawing


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow16: December 2018


			C S URow16: x


			UCRow16: x


			GERow16: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow16: P: ART 207 or equivalent.


			7Row17: x
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			Program: Art and Film


			Semester: CPR F18/S19


			Prefix  NumberRow1: Art 407


			Course TitleRow1: Sculpture III: Direct Metal


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow1: November 2018


			C S URow1: x


			UCRow1: 


			GERow1: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow1: P: ART 405 or demonstration of equivalent skill.


			7Row2: x


			Prefix  NumberRow2: Art 411


			Course TitleRow2: Ceramics I


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow2: September 2018


			C S URow2: x


			UCRow2: x


			GERow2: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow2: None


			7Row3: x


			Prefix  NumberRow3: Art 412


			Course TitleRow3: Ceramics II


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow3: October 2018


			C S URow3: x


			UCRow3: x


			GERow3: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow3:  P: ART 411 or equivalent.


			7Row4: x


			Prefix  NumberRow4: Art 417


			Course TitleRow4: Ceramics Glazing Techniques


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow4: October 2018


			C S URow4: x


			UCRow4: x


			GERow4: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow4: P: ART 412 or equivalent


			7Row5: x


			Prefix  NumberRow5: Art 418


			Course TitleRow5: Ceramics III


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow5: October 2018


			C S URow5: x


			UCRow5: 


			GERow5: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow5: P: ART 412 or equivalent.


			7Row6: x


			Prefix  NumberRow6: Art 430


			Course TitleRow6: Introduction to Digital Art


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow6: September 2018


			C S URow6: x


			UCRow6: 


			GERow6: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow6: R: Eligibility for ENGL 846 or ESOL 400, or equivalent


			7Row7: x


			Prefix  NumberRow7: Art 431


			Course TitleRow7: Digital Imaging I: Photoshop


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow7: March 2019


			C S URow7: x


			UCRow7: x


			GERow7: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow7: R: Eligibility for ENGL 846 or ESOL 400, or equivalent


			7Row8: x


			Prefix  NumberRow8: Art 432


			Course TitleRow8: Digital Imaging II: Advanced Photoshop


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow8: March 2019


			C S URow8: x


			UCRow8: 


			GERow8: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow8: R: Eligibility for ENGL 846 or ESOL 400, or equivalent


			7Row9: x


			Prefix  NumberRow9: Art 435


			Course TitleRow9: Digital Illustration


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow9: January 2019


			C S URow9: x


			UCRow9: x


			GERow9: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow9: P: ART 430 or equivalent, R: ENGL 100 or ENGL 105


			7Row10: x


			Prefix  NumberRow10: Art 440


			Course TitleRow10: Introduction to Web Design


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow10: September 2018


			C S URow10: x


			UCRow10: x


			GERow10: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow10: R: Eligibility for ENGL 846 or ESOL 400, or equivalent


			7Row11: x


			Prefix  NumberRow11: Art 441


			Course TitleRow11: Intermediate Web Design


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow11: September 2018


			C S URow11: x


			UCRow11: x


			GERow11: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow11: P: ART 440 or equivalent


			7Row12: x


			Prefix  NumberRow12: Art 475


			Course TitleRow12: Digital Filmmaking I


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow12: March 2019


			C S URow12: x


			UCRow12: x


			GERow12: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow12: deleted Art Cross-listing


			7Row13: x


			Prefix  NumberRow13: Art 479


			Course TitleRow13: Typography


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow13: September 2018


			C S URow13: x


			UCRow13: x


			GERow13: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow13: R: Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105, or equivalent


			7Row14: x


			Prefix  NumberRow14: FILM 440


			Course TitleRow14: Film Study and Appreciation 


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow14: December 2018


			C S URow14: x


			UCRow14: x


			GERow14: C1, C2, 3A


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow14: R: ENGL 100, or ENGL 105 or equivalent.


			7Row15: x


			Prefix  NumberRow15: ART 302


			Course TitleRow15: Advanced Design


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow15: October 2018


			C S URow15: 


			UCRow15: 


			GERow15: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow15: deleted


			7Row16: x


			Prefix  NumberRow16: 


			Course TitleRow16: 


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow16: 


			C S URow16: 


			UCRow16: 


			GERow16: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow16: 


			7Row17: 
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			Program: Art and Film


			Semester: CPR F18/S19


			Prefix  NumberRow1: Art 221


			Course TitleRow1: Painting I


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow1: September 2018


			C S URow1: x


			UCRow1: x


			GERow1: C1


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow1: None


			7Row2: x


			Prefix  NumberRow2: Art 222


			Course TitleRow2: Painting II


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow2: October 2018


			C S URow2: x


			UCRow2: x


			GERow2: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow2: P: ART 221 or equivalent.


			7Row3: x


			Prefix  NumberRow3: Art 231


			Course TitleRow3: Watercolor I


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow3: January 2019


			C S URow3: x


			UCRow3: x


			GERow3: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow3: R: Eligibility for ENGL 846 or ESOL 400, completion of 1 Studio Art Course


			7Row4: x


			Prefix  NumberRow4: Art 232


			Course TitleRow4: Watercolor II


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow4: February 2019


			C S URow4: x


			UCRow4: 


			GERow4: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow4: P: ART 231 or equivalent.


			7Row5: x


			Prefix  NumberRow5: Art 234


			Course TitleRow5: Printmaking I


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow5: September 2018


			C S URow5: x


			UCRow5: x


			GERow5: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow5: R: Eligibility for ENGL 846 or ESOL 400, or equivalent.


			7Row6: x


			Prefix  NumberRow6: Art 239


			Course TitleRow6: Printmaking II: Monotype


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow6: February 2019


			C S URow6: x


			UCRow6: 


			GERow6: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow6: P: ART 234 or equivalent


			7Row7: x


			Prefix  NumberRow7: Art 301


			Course TitleRow7: Two-Dimensional Design


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow7: September 2018


			C S URow7: x


			UCRow7: x


			GERow7: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow7: None


			7Row8: x


			Prefix  NumberRow8: Art 350


			Course TitleRow8: Visual Perception Through Photography


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow8: October 2018


			C S URow8: x


			UCRow8: x


			GERow8: C1/3A


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow8: R: Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105, or equivalent


			7Row9: x


			Prefix  NumberRow9: Art 351


			Course TitleRow9: Black and White Photography I


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow9: September 2018


			C S URow9: x


			UCRow9: x


			GERow9: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow9: R: Eligibility for ENGL 846 or ESOL 400, or equivalent


			7Row10: x


			Prefix  NumberRow10: Art 352


			Course TitleRow10: Black and White Photography II


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow10: December 2018


			C S URow10: x


			UCRow10: x


			GERow10: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow10: P: ART 351 or equivalent


			7Row11: x


			Prefix  NumberRow11: Art 353


			Course TitleRow11: Black and White Photography III 


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow11: December 2018


			C S URow11: x


			UCRow11: x


			GERow11: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow11: P: ART 352 or equivalent


			7Row12: x


			Prefix  NumberRow12: Art 354


			Course TitleRow12: Digital Photography I


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow12: October 2018


			C S URow12: x


			UCRow12: x


			GERow12: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow12: R: Eligibility for ENGL 100 or ENGL 105, or equivalent


			7Row13: x


			Prefix  NumberRow13: Art 355


			Course TitleRow13: Digital Photography II


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow13: October 2018


			C S URow13: x


			UCRow13: x


			GERow13: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow13: P: ART 354 or equivalent, R:ENGL 100 or ENGL 105


			7Row14: x


			Prefix  NumberRow14: Art 401


			Course TitleRow14: Three-dimensional Design


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow14: September 2018


			C S URow14: x


			UCRow14: x


			GERow14: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow14: R: Eligibility for ENGL 846 or ESOL 400, or equivalent


			7Row15: x


			Prefix  NumberRow15: Art 405


			Course TitleRow15: Sculpture I


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow15: September 2018


			C S URow15: x


			UCRow15: x


			GERow15: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow15: R: Eligibility for ENGL 846 or ESOL 400, or equivalent


			7Row16: x


			Prefix  NumberRow16: Art 406


			Course TitleRow16: Sculpture II


			CurricUNET Review Date MonthYearRow16: October 2018


			C S URow16: x


			UCRow16: x


			GERow16: 


			Prerequisites Corequisites andor Recommended PreparationsRow16: P: ART 405 or demonstration of equivalent skill


			7Row17: x











Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2019-2020


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 696 Objective Title: Art Program and Art Gallery marketing: community outreach 


equipment and materials.


Unit Manager: Schmierer, Tiffany Planning Unit: 2418ARTX01 - Art/Film


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


Identified resources to make the Art Program and Art Gallery more visible on campus and in the community in order to increase 
engagement in the Arts.


Skyline College Strategic Priorities (2018-23)


SC4 Internationalized Campus Community


*SC5 Strong and Effective Community Partnerships


SC7 Professional Recruitment and Retention


SMCCCD Strategic Plan (2015-20)


*DS1.2     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 2: Partnerships


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display


Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


New/Pending High Art Gallery resources needed for increased outreach and 
exhibition promotions, as well as gallery operations and student 
learning.


$8,924


New/Pending High Art Gallery furniture needed to improve visitor experience and 
community connection.


$0


New/Pending High Art Gallery furniture needed to improve visitor experience and 
community connection.


$273


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures


No Data to Display


Intended Results


No Data to Display


Status Reports


No Data to Display


Actual Results


No Data to Display


Use of Results


No Data to Display


Gap Analysis
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No Data to Display


SWOT


No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.1 - Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals)


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A.4. - Program Access


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A.1. - Considering Key Findings


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A.2. - Aspirations


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.A. - Program Strategy


CPR - CPR (2018-19 Cycle) - V.B. - Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified
No Documents to Display


Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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